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BIAUTY IN BLOOM — These five young women are the finalists for the Mrs. Murray
State title at Murray State University. They are (lift to right, front) Mrs. Kathy Harrison
of Benton, a senior business education major; and Mrs. Jane Rogers of Murray, a junior
history and business education major; and (lift to right, rear) Mrs. Caroline Lynch of
Water Volley, a senior speech and English major; Mrs. Phyllis Nanny of Murray, • jun-
ior home OCOINOTiCS major; and Mrs. Rhonda Evans of Louisville, a junior elementary edu-
cation major. The winner, selected by a five-member judging panel, will be crowned at
halftime of the first Murray State basketball game of the season December I when the
Racers host Tennessee Wesleyan. (Photo by Wilson Woolley)
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
More than one geese is called a
flock. More than one turkey is
called a "gobble of turkeys"
You could say a "cackle" of
hens, a "bark" of dogs and a
"giggle" of girls.
/can say one thing with cer-
tainty. You may be over the
flu in two days, but you are not
through with it. We felt as
weak as branch water yester-
day. We can say however that
it will make you quit smoking
As long as you have the flu
anyway.
Although we are poor ones to
judge other people, most of us
are guilty.
It appears we finally made
a mistake. We refer to this
Thanksgiving Day episode. We
understand now it used to be
always an the last Thursday of
November and Roosevelt chang-
ed it to the fourth Thursday.
However we will research this
issue and give a full report lat-
er. We do not give up too easi-
ly, however, in the event we
are wrong. we will take it like
a little man and accept three
lashes with an old drumstick
Turkey, that is. On second
thought, let's make that a giz-
zard
I WASHINGTON (UPI) =President Nixon today order-ed the United States entirelyout of the field of girm war-
fare except for maintaining •
defensive research program.
The President told the
Pentagon to start planning
complete disposal of all ex-
isting stocks of bacteriological
weapons.
Henceforth, according to
the chief executive, lethal
chemical weapons such es
poison gas will be reserved
4 only for possible retaliation.
First Baptists To
Hold Service Here
Old people are just people who
have some age on them, nothing
more, nothing less They are
still people.
--
Right proud 3f our Scotch Pines
and Cedar trees we put out last
year. Went out and trimmed our
Box Elder that we brought over
from the old house thinking it
was a Snowball Bush. It's as
tall as we are now and we re-
moved the lower branches so
we could mow around it more
easily.
Christmas decorations going up
around the square and the
streets off the square. Christ-
mas is one month from today.
iirgit Finilla, contralto, appears
here on December 11.
littler Report
LI sited rrois 1 stars at tomal
West Kentucky: Partly clou-
dy today, tonight and Wednes-
day. Warm until turning cooler
late tonight and Wednesday.
High today in 60s. low tonight
38 to 44, high Wednesday in
50s. Thursday partly cloudy
and warmer.
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
The first aerial photographs
were taken from a baloon over
Paris in October. WS& by
Gaspard F. Tournacbon.
BULLETIN
The annual Thanksgiving ser-
vice will be held at tbe First
Baptist Church, Murray, on
Thursday at eight a.m.
At this service offerings for
the three Kentucky Baptist
Children's Homes will be taken.
The public is invited to at.
tend
Dr. Wayne A. Lamb
Speaker At Goshen
Dr. Wayne A. Lamb, district
superintendent of the Paris
District of the United Method-
ist Church, will be the speaker
for the Thanksgiving service on
Wednesday, November 26, at
seven p.m. at the Goshen Unit-
ed Methodist Church at Stella.
This service will be for the
Lynn Grove and Goshen charge
and the public is invited to at-
tend by the pastor, Rev. Dossie
Wheatley.
Lillard Rites Are
Held Here Today
The funeral for Elsie 'Allard
was held today at two p.m. at
the chapel of the Max H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home with Rev.
Julian Warren officiating.
Serving as pallbearers were
Toy Jones, Ivy Culver, Kenneth
Redden, Ewin Ramsey, Cecil
Jones, and Obid Burkeen. Bur-
ial was in the Brooks Chapel
Cemetery with the arrange-
ments by the Max H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
Lillard, age 70, died Sunday
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Survivors are his
daughter, Mrs. Mary Ann Smith;
one sister, Mrs. Celia Jones; one
borther, Ovien Lillard; one
grandchild.
Alfred Young Is
Treated, Hospital
Alfred Young of 406 North
8th Street was treated at the
emergency room of the Murray.
Calloway County Hospital on
Friday, November 21, at 9:15
p.m.
Hospital officials said he had
an injury to the neckand a
contusion to the forehead re-
sulting from a car accident.
Young is a carrier for one of
the mail routes and 15 reported
to be doing alright now.
Community
Service At
Mt. Horeb
The annual Community
Thanksgiving Service will be
held Wednesday evening at 7:30
in Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist
Church, 3rd and Walnut.
Rev. Martin Mattingly, pastor
of St. Leo's Catholic Church,
will present the message. The
following members of the Mu,r-
ray Ministerial Asaociation will
aseist in the service: Rev. Ro-
bert Burchell, pastor of St.
John's Episcopal; Dr. Samuel
Dodson, Minster ot the First
United Methadat Church; Rev.
Stephen •Mazak, Pastor of Imam-
uel Lutheran Church; and, Rev.
Charles Moffett, Minister of
First Presbyterian Church.
The anthem will be present-
ed by the choir of Mt. Horeb
Freewill Baptist Church. Mrs.
William Porter of First Christ.
(Continued on Page Eight)
Tractor Accident
Reported Saturday
Richard Dick of Lynnville
Route One was injured in a
tractor acciient on Saturday
and was treated at the emer-
gency room of the Murray-Cal-
loway County Hospital.
Reports are that a tractor
turned over on Dick, age 22,
and he was treated at 2:25 p.m.
for an injury to the left leg,
according to the hospital of-
ficials.
Lutheran Church
Plans Service
A special Thanksgiving Day
Worship Service will be held at
the Immanuel Lutheran Church,
100 South 15th Street, at 9:00
a. m. on Thanksgiving Day.
Special music at the service
will be presented by the chil-
dren of the Sunday School. The
pastor, Rev. Stephen Mazak,
will deliver the message on the
theme, "The Grace That Is Suf-
ficient For Every Need."
The public is cordially invit-
ed to attend.
•liver Funeral To
Be On Wednesday
Funeral services for Mrs. Bet-
tie Oliver have been scheduled
for Wednesday at ten a. m. at
the chapel of the Blalock-Cole-
man Funeral Home with Rev.
H. L. Lax officiating.
Pallbearers will be Bernice
Wisehart, James Wisehart, GUI
Lovins, Hoyt McClure, and
Grayson McClure. Burial will he
in the New Providence Ceror
tery with the arrangements b
the Blalock-Coleman Fune
Home where friends may
Mrs. Oliver, age 96, died
day at the home of her dau
ter. Mrs. Leota Smith,
Concord Road. Survivors re
two daughters, Mrs. Smith nd
Mrs Henry Garner: one
thee Manley Maynard of 'Hop.
kinsville; six grandchildren.
BULLETIN
The Murray City CoiRil, in an informal meeting
last night, agreed to finer*, the MO city budget in the
amount substantially as pieviously proposed less the
vocational school, and will lot propose an occupational
or payroll tax ordinance.
In lieu thereof the follio.ing sources of revenue will
be utilized:
1. Fifty percent (SIM) Fcrease in privilege licenses.
2. Seven percent (7%) tax on all insurance pre-
miums — except UN health, and accident, and
workmens compensai on policies.
3. Increasing sanitation isles for residences Twenty
Five cents (25*) per inonth with proportionately
larger Increases in commercial rates.
4. An increase of Two Dollars ($2.00) in city stickers.
S. Designating Fifty percent (50°.) of fines and for-
feitures for capital eielay instead of Ninety per-
cent (90'%) as previously recommended.
Views of citizens on this or other aspects of city
government will be welcome.
Traffic Collision
Occurs On Monday
The intersection of South
12th and Poplar Streets was
the scene of a traffic collision
Monday at 5:15 p. m., accord-
ing to a report filed by the in-
vestigating officers of the Mur.
ray Police Department.
Cars involved were a 1967
Ford driven by James Loyd
Tucker of Murray Route Four
and a 1961 Buick driven by
Anita Hutchens Morgan of Mur-
ray Route Five.
Police said the Morgan car
was going north on South 12th
Street and had stopped for the
stop sign at 12th and Poplar
Tucker, going north on South
13.h Street, hit the rear end of
the Morgan car, according to
the police report.
Damage to the Tucker car
was on the front end and to
the Morgan car on the rear
end.
School Of
Religion Held
The sixth and concluding ses-
si-ar. of this year's School
If Religion was held Sunday
mailing in First United Metho-
dist Church. The School was
sponsored by: First Christian,
First Presbyterian, First Unit-
ed Methodist, Imanuel Luther-
an, St. John's Episcopal, and
it. Leo's Catholic churches.
The flair study courses and
heir instructors were: "Cur-
rent Issues Related To Christ-
ianity taught by Dr. S. Lowry;
'Prayer And Devotional lifei"
taught by Father Martin Mat-
tingly; "Present Trends In Chris.
than Thought," taught by Dr.
Sam Dodson and the Rev. Fred
(Continued on Page Eight)
Senate To V* Ou Income
Tax Surcharge Bill Today
By MIKE FEINSILBER
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
Senate votes today on a pro-
posal to allow the income tax
surcharge to expire at the end
of this year eather than extend-
ing it for six more months as
President Nixon wants.
The move would cost the gov-
ernment $1.7 billion it expects]
to collect through the eaten&
ion of the tax through next
June 30 at half of its current
10 per cent rate.
President Nixon argues the
extension is a vital part of his
Treasury Secretary David M.
Treasy Secretary David M.
Kennedy hinted last week the
administration might even ask
a.a.aaaaaastaaaaaaaaa-aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
WASHING CON (UPI) —
Treasury accounts for the fiscal
year through Nov. 20.
Withdrawals 491,113,962,645,88
Deposits — $75,676,467,793 28
Cash balance — 5,721,939,966.25
Public debt —369,552.648,413 54
Gold — 10,367,016,888.65
a further ex".*lsion for the last
six months ,1 1970 because in-
flation has a oven more endiir-
Sam Biller
Passs Away
Seaton (Sam) Miller of Almo
Rap One passed away Monday
at 12 P. m. at the Conval-
escent ivision of the Murray-
- 
y County Hospital.
Thes deceased was 81 years
of . He was born May 15,
Ia.; in Trigg County and his
par: were George Miller and
ta line Mays Miller.
'vors ate two daughters,
a Alvin (Lucille) Hale and
Alfred (Gladys) Jones,
of Dexter Route One; one
, L. D. Miller of Paducah;
stepsister, Miss Lois Lassi-
r of Paducah; one half bro-
her, Euell Miller of Paducah;
grandchildren; five great
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home with Paul
Poyner and Lloyd Mayer offic-
iating,
Burial will be in the Murray
Memorial Gardens with the ar-
rangements by the Max H
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call.
• Ing than the administration
thought.
But Sen. Harry F. Byrd, Jr.,
0-Va., says the government will
.ose the people's faith if it
persists in renewing "tempora-
ry" taxes.
"The public has lost confid-
ence in government because the
leaders of government tell the
people one thing and then do
something else," Byrd told the
Senate Monday when he offer-
ed his amendment.
New Proposal
Byrd's proposal would delete
the section in the tax reform
bill now before the senate that
extends the tax on the incomes
of corporations and individuals.
When the Senate's floor de-
bate on the bill — the mcst
comprehensive tax measure
since adoption of the income
(Continued on Page Eight)
Pvt. W. D. Bailey
Serving In Army
In South Vietnam
•
Pvt. William D. Bailey
Pvt. William D r, alley son
of Mr and Mrs. Bill Bailey,
1636 Main Street, Murray, corn,
pleted his basic training with
Co. D 6th B. M, at Fort Camp.
ball.
His advanced training was
with Co. A 11th (M.P.), Fort
Gordon, Ga.
Pvt. Bailey is now serving
with the United States Armed
Forctia at Naha Trang, South
Vietnam.
His address is Pvt. William
Don Bailey 400-68-6264, 218th M
I'. Co., APO, San Francisco,
Calif 96240.
Paul Dailey, Jr.
Captain's Kitchen
Set To Open Here
Wednesday, Dec. 6
The first franchise in The
Captain's Kitchen national chain
of fresh, seafood restaurants is
scheduled to open in Murray,
Wednesday, December 3.
The restaurant, owned and
operated by Paul Dailey, Jr., of
Murray, is a farailyatmos-
phere, fast-service business. It
offers a unique feature in the
food-service industry, according
to Dailey, "that being the idea
of all you can eat at menu
prices."
The Captain's Kitchen, de-
signed to create a casual, coas-
tal atmosphere, utilizes paper
plates, unbreakable eating uten-
sils, and spill-proof table tops.
Dailey, a native of Hazel,
Kentucky, has been an agent
with Standard Oil for the past
21/2 years. His background in-
cludes the real estate and lam.
ber business.
A member of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce, Dailey
is quite active in civic work.
He is immediate past President
of the Murray Optimist Club.
Graduating in Business Ad-
ministration from Middle Tenn-
essee University in 1962, Dailey
Ws -tihriftin to Who's Who In
American Colleges. Also, he
played on the University bask-
etball team for four years.
After graduation, he served
in the U. S. Army and became
Commanding Officer of the
Murray Army Reserve Unit.
Whale on summer encampment
with the Reserves in Columbia.
S. C., DLiley became acquiant-
ed with the Captain's Kitchen
which originated there.
It has been in operation since
1964s. and today it serves ap-
proximately 4,000 people week-
ly. The "secret" recipes of the
South Carolina Captain's Kitch-
en will be utilized in the prep-
aration of fresh seafood for the
Murray franchise. The feature
plate is the Captain's Seafood
Platter, with healthy servings
of many varieties of fresh sea•
food and free replenishments.
The local Captain's Kitchen
will operate on a Tuesday thro-
ugh Sunday schedule wih hours
of operation 4 p. m. till mid-
night except Sunday. On that
day, it will open from noon till
ten p. m.
Dailey pointed out that The
Captain's Kitchen is expected to
be one of the fastest growing
franchises in the country, with
more than 100 such operations
anticipated during the first
year.
Heavy Fog Covers
County Second Day
by United Press International
Heavy fog covered most of
West Kentucky and parts of
Central Kentucky for the second
day in a row early this morning,
hindering ail travel and causing
hazardous driving conditions.
The U. S. Weather Bureau
said the conditions, which have
prevailed in West Kentucky for
most of the past 24 hours, were
expected to improve.
The Weather Bureau said the
foggy conditions prevail from
Ohio southward to northern Ala.
oa Ma .
Visibility was near zero and
humidity was 100 per cent.
CLOSED THURSDAY
The Murray postoffice will be
closed all day, Thursday. Nov-
ember 27. for observance of
fhanksgiving Day. There will
be no city or rural mail deliv-
ery', or window service. The
lobby will be open from 7:00
a.m. until 6:00 p.m. for mailing
of letters and access to lock
eoxes Patrons are asked NOT
TO CALL the postoffice, a s
there will be only a skeletoo
force to nork the incoming and
outgaing mail, according to
Lester Nanny, Postmaster.' _
Apollo 12 Crew In
Excellent Shape
Following Reentry
MHS Students
Win Trophy
At Tourney
Murray High School won the
Sweepstakes Trophy last Satur-
day at Murray State University's
annual Debate and Discussion
Workshop Tournament.
The morning program con-
sisted of a panel discussion and
lectures. Competition rounds
were held in the afternoon
session.
Winning the trophy 'or over-
all first place in discussion were
Laurie Alexander, Larry Rob-
inson, Paula Parker and David
Garrison. Receiving further re-
cognition in the individual a-
wards for discussion were Lau-
rie Alexander first place and
Paula Parker third place.
Four teams represented Mur-
ray High in debate. In advanc-
ed competition, Ricky Jones —
Alan Weatherly and Bob Spann
Swears had records of
two wins and one loss. In no-
vice deb-ste, Wende Flood —
Emily Belote and Wade Out-
land — Phillip Cunningham had
a record of two wins and two
losses. Murray High received
second place in over-all debate
ratings.
Future tournaments for this
'ear isletude Lexington Henry
Clay on December 6 and Bowl-
ing Green on December 13.
.Ron Beshear is speech and
debate coach at Murray High.
TWO CITED
Two persons were cited by
the Murray Police Department
yesterday and last night. They
were for driving while intoxi-
cated and public druhkenness.
By EDWARD INOUYE
ABOARD USS HORNET (UPI)
— The three Apollo 12 astro-
nauts. in "excellent shape" fol-
lowing the firey reentry of the
space capsule into the earth's
atmosphere, steamed toward
Honolulu today aboard this ag-
ing World War U attack car-
rier.
The moon men, Charles
"Pete" Conrad, Alan L. Bean
and Richard F. Gordon will be
flown from Hawaii to the Mann-
ed Spacecraft Center on the
edge of Houston where they will
be quarantined until Dec. 10
to assure they brought back no
deadly moon bugs.
Within ten minutes after the
astronauts went into quarantine
aboard the Hornet NASA physi-
cian Clarence Jernigan pro-
nounced them in excellent con-
dition.
Conrad, Gordon and Bean
landed flawlessly in the rolling
South Pacific at 3.58 p m. EST
after a blazing re-tntry at tem-
peratures ranging up to 5,000
degrees.
It was "right on the money,"
Conrad said.
The splashdown in 24-mile-an-
hour winds and 11-foot seas
ended a 10-day. halfmillion mile
round trip to the Ocean of
Storms Where -Ditirad- and Bean
walked tease on the surface
and left behind a geological ex-
periment station expected to
broadcast information back for
at least a year
Promoted On Spot
President Nixon, who wit-
nessed their launch into low
clouds, over Cape Kennedy',
telephonca them inaide their
isolation trailer and promoted
them on the 'pot .from Navy
commanders to captains.
"I've beets trying to think of
some way to recognize you, so
exercising my prerogative as
Commander - in - Chief of the
Armed Forces, I decided you
should be promoted and from
this day forth shall be known as
Capt. Conrad, Capt. Gordon and
(Continued on Page Eight) ,
Quad State Band Festival
Set For December 8, MSU
Approximately 350 junior
high and high school students
will agkmble at Murray State
University December 8 for the
21st annual Quad State Band
Festival.
According to Dr. Josiah Dar-
nall, professor of music at MSU
and chairman of the Kentucky
Music Educators Association-
sponsored event, 102 schools
have reported plans to send re-
presentatives.
Sending student representa
tives from Murray will be th
following schools:
Murray University School —
Kip Mason, junior band, and
Sue Ann Story, senior band.
Director is Leonard D. Whit-
mere.
Murray High School — John
McKee, Robbie Wilkerson, Lar-
ry Slinker, Betty Ward, Drake
Hall and Freya Larson, senior
band Director is Phil Shelton.
Murray Junior High School—
Dan Tinsley, Jim Pasco, Sara
Sams, and Karen Hendon, jun-
or band. Director is Ed Welte.
Calloway County High School
— David Sims and Sarah Cal-
houn, junior band, and Mike
Kline and David Norsworthy
senior band Director is David
F. Berry.
The day's activities begin at
8:45 a.m when the junior band
(ages 7-9) sill rehearse in the
Recital Hall of the Fine Arts
Building. Plity will be conduct-
ed by Dr. Darnall.
At the same time, in the Mur-
ray State auditorium, the senior
band (grades 10-12) will be led
in rehearsal by Paul Shahan,
associate professor of music.
There will he a break for
lunch between 11.45 a.m. and
1:15 p.m , when both bands re-
sume their rehearsals. At noon,
a complimentary directors lun-
cheon will be held at the Mur-
ray Hcliday Inn.
A band directors' clinic be-
gi_gs at, p.m. in ..the Student
Union Ballroom under the dir-
ection of William Browning of
Newark. Ohio, who will conduct
the percussion clinic.
Following the percussion cli-
nic will be a French horn cli-
nic at 3 p.m. conducted by Da-
vid Elliott, music department
faculty member.
At 4 p m. the Murray State
Wind Sinfonetta, under the dir-
ection of the assistant director
Don Story, assistant professor
of music, will perform.
Rounding ^tit the events at 7
p.m. will be a joint concert and
recording session presented by
selected students from the two
bands in the university auditor-
ium. The concert will be broad-
cast over Murray radio WNBS
Chief Brown Urges
Safety On Holiday
James M. Brown, Murray
Chief of Police, said last
Thanksgiving in Kentucky the
highway statistics were startl-
irg and in the Commonwealth
there were 833 accidents. 246
personal injuries, and one Ken-
tuckian died every ten hours
on the highways.
Chief Brown urged each one
to count their blessings and to
rededicate themselves to the
serious and very real problem
of highway safety for this hon.
day
Hootenanny Will
Be Held Saturday
A Hootenanny will be held at
the Oaks Country Club on Sat
urday, November 29, at 7130
p. m for all members.
Country music will be The
Three J's Plus One and there
is no admission charge. The
dress is sports or casual.
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VOCATIONAL SCHOOL LOST?
•rh
THE Murray City School Board has turned down the offer of
$250,000 by the city administration because apparently it will
not be enough to construct the proposed Vocational School on
the site of the new Murray High School.
We disagree very much with the thinking of the board, al-
though we fully realize that the board must have given the issue
a great deal of thought.
The $250.000 may not be enough to construct this Vocational
School. but we believe that it would go far toward being almost
enough. With the Federal government putting up one half the
cost, we believe that the remainder of the funds needed could be
raised in some way when the time comes.
Who knows what the future' brings? Who knows what the
situation will be when the time comes to begin construction on
this school? We certainly do not know.
But, we believe that we do know, the surest way to raise half
of the construction cost of this school is in the manner proposed.
The possibility of selling bonds or raising the money through
public subscription are remote.
By the City Board's turning down this offer of a quarter of
a million dollars, we believe that the Vocational School is a lost
cause as far As Murray and Calloway County is concerned.
Under the original proposal the money would be held in es-
crow until sech time that the exact cost of the building could be
determined. The school Board certainly had nothing to lose by
acceptieg this money. .because if the plans fell through, the
money would be returned to the city.
Of all the plans investigated, this offer of $50,000 a, year for
a five year period, appealed to us the niost. It was the most
realistic plan set forth.
Then too if only $250,000 in local funds were available and
the Federal government offered a like amount, this would pro-
vide a $500,000 building to house the Vocational School.
We certainly do not condemn the City School Board for turn-
ing down this quarter of a million dollars. but we do say that we
fail completely to understand „their thinking on this vital issue
without having at hand another plan that would raise a like
amount of money
Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
WASHINGTON - Sen. Harry F. Byrd Jr., 1)-Va., arguing against
an extension into 1970 of the income surcharge described as a
"temporary tax" when it was first introduced:
"The public has lost confidence in government because the lead-
ers of government tell the people one thing and then do something
else."
NEW YORK - Sen. Eugene J. McCarthy, D-Minn., on Fresident
Nixon's Nov. 3 Vietnam speech:
"The tone and the thrust of it was a kind of threatening speech,
I think, and a disturbing one."
SPACE CENTER, Houston - A sign flashed on the huge television
screen at mission control when Apollo 12 splashed down in the
Pacific:
"Fly NASA - we always get you there and back."
HIALEAH, Fla. - Tenth-grader Dawn Calley, sister of 1st Lt.
William L. "Rusty" Caney Jr., accused of murdering 109 South
Vietnamese villagers last year:
"I just can't believe it. He's such a gentle person. He used
to play with me and take up time with me. I just can't imagine
he would do those things,
"That was enough people to fill up a house."
Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Charles Eldridge and Wayne M. Williams have been named as
deacons of the College Church of Christ.
The community Thanksgiving service will be held at the First
Christian Church in Murray.
Births reported are a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Harold McReynolds
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lubie Treas.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Morton announce the engagement and app-
roaching marriage of their daughter, Alice Marie, to Billy Rob
Mayfield, son of Mr.,and Mrs. Ernest J. Mayfield.
20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES PILE
The 1949 two door Mercury believed used in a recent robbery
of the Farmington bank was recovered near Stella by Sheriff
Wendell Patterson.
The Grove High Blue Devils of Paris, Tenn., 
defeated the Murray
High team 25 to 0 in a football game at 
Holland Stadium here.
Prof. F. D. Mellen of Murray State College will spea
k cee"Jew
and Gentile in Our Troubled World" at the 
Temple Israel, Paducah,
tonight.
Mr, and Mrs. Zadie Herrold of Heath are tne guests of her mother,
Mrs. Rub) Farmer.
THE LEDGER at TIME — MURRAY. KENTUCKY
SPECTACULAR FROM SPACE During a telecast from space, astronaut Charles iPetel Con-
rad holds an air hose as he takes Earth viewers on a tour of the Apollo 12 Lunar Module
heading for the Moon. The instrument panel is in the background.
e-disc
WITH HELEN STACY
REDISCOVERING THANKSGIVING FOODS IN AN OLD COOKBOOK
• By Helen Price Stacy
Thanksgiving has always seemed a time to stay home, feast on
turkey, enjoy a football game on TV, take a nap, enjoy more football
and more turkey. But last Thankegiving dozens of families got
together at Jenny Wiley State Park near Prestonsburg and many,
many other families enjoyed the special holiday ar six other State
resort parks that remain open throughout the year.
For the women, such an arrangement meant no long hours taking
and cooking and no dishes to wash; for the men, it meant their
usual hours viewing football games on TVs at the parks, It also
meant new family fellowship, new friends and seeing a State park
in a different atmosphere, The parks are quieter now, without the
thousands of summer tourists, but they are more festive, Dining
rooms in park lodges take on new elegance in decor, and harvest
tables are laden with traditional foods.
But for the stay-at-homes let me share with you a cookbook re-
discovered on the recipe shelf of Mrs. Earl (Amy) Price (the.
writer's Mother ) of West Liberty. The recipes gathered and pvi
together by the women's Society of Christian Service (that veneri
able group that was known so long as THE Missionary Society) of
West Liberty Methodist Church will not IOW delight, U
giving palates of Methodists but of Ball'OLIK Catholks, Pr
teriaos and "So On". The "So On" is not meant as a putciown but
is to include everyone who enjoys food.
Mrs. Woodrow Barber of Morehead, the former Mable Williams
of Lawrence County, had contributed this recipe for spiced
cranberry juice. She is on the faculty at Morehead State University:
I stick of cinnamon Tie spices in cheesecloth bag, put in a pot
14 cup sugar with the sugar, water and cranberry juice.
1 cup water Simmer 20 minutes. Chill, leaving bag of
1 quart of ginger ale spices in liquid till ready to serve. Pour
18 whole cloves over ice and add ginger ale before serv-
3 cups cranberry juice bag. Makes enough for 18 including
2 tbsp, lemon juice Grandpa and Grandma.
Mary Brock Helton of New York City who came to West Liberty
as the World War II bride of the late Clyde Helton brought with her
a fascinating accent from her native Grangemouth, Scotland and a
connoisseur's skill and expertise in foods. Since many Eastern
Kentucky men hunt for wild game for the Thanksgiving table,
Mrs. Helton's rabbit stew recipe has been selected in preference
to her Chicken Marie La Nicoise: Cut rabbit into six pieces, wash,
drain and marinate overnight in claret containing thyme and
onions (or a mild vinegar can be used). Roll pieces in flour and fry
in butter, then put in dutch oven. Fry salt pork and add to the rabbit.
Add to the claret some good stock and simmer till done. Dish and
thicken the gravy and pour over the rabbit. Garnish with boiled
onions.
Mrs. James M. Perry of West Liberty contributed to the book
her recipe for scalloped oysters: Drain I pint oysters. Combine
6 tbsp, cream and liquor from the oysters. Combine 1,2 cup dry
bread crumbs and pour over these 1,2c1ç melted butter. Plan to
use two layers of oysters and three layers crumbs, Grease baking
dish and cover with layer of crumbs. Proceed with four alternate
layers of oysters and crumbs. Season each layer of oysters with
salt and paprika. Pour oyster liquor and cream over it. Top layer
of crumbs should be dry. Dot with butter and bake in 400 degree
over for 20 minutes.
Mrs. Jesse Stuart of W-Hollow offered her spoon bread: Pour 1
up boiling water over 3,4 cup 'white corn meal, 1 tbsp, butter and
1 tsp. salt. Stir until smooth. Add 1 cup sweet milk, 3 egg yolks
well beaten and 2 tsp. baking powder, Fold in stiffly beaten whites
of 3 eggs. Pour into greased pyrex baking dish and bake 50 minutes
in 350 degree oven, (Naomi Deane Stuart writes that the above
makes a good supper dish when served with strips of crisp bacon
and a green salad.)
Saving the best for last and
Price's old fashioned loaf bread:
1 pacicage active dry yeast
1 le cups milk
6 tbsp. sugar
Add dry yeast to 1.: cup warm water, Let stand. Scald milk and
add sugar. Pour in large bowl and cool to lukewarm, Stir yeast
mixture well and pour into bowl.
Mix in shortening to half flour, add salt and beat till smooth,
then add flour a little at a time till dough is stiff, Turn onto lightly
floured board and knead till smooth and elastic. Place in lightly
greased bowl turning once. Cover with damp cloth and let rise
in warm place one hour; then punch down dough, Turn onto lightly
floured board and shape into loaves, then place in lightly greased
pans. Cover with damp cloth, let rise in warm place 45 minutes
or until finger dents dough, Bake until well browned (about 35
minutes). Remove from pans and cool on rack. Bread is baked
enough when side or bottom sounds hollow when tapped with finger,
For those who would like to try turkey chop suey, write Mrs.
Clifford Long, Index, Ky. 41442; candied sweet potatoes, Mrs.
Drexel Vest, West Liberty, Ky, 41472; Bishop's cake, Mrs. W. A,
Voiers, Vanceburg, Ky. 91179; apple sauce cake, Mrs. Grace
Adkins, West Liberty, Ky. 41472; easy chess pie, Mrs. Charles
Chumley, Morehead, Ky. 40351; royal fans, Mrs. H. B. Murray
or butterscotch squares, Mrs. W. Major Gardner, both of West
Liberty.
Of course, the cook of the houee might read these recipes and
sigh at the long hours of work involved, but as I said at the beginn-
ing many a cook and her family will enjoy Thanksgiving this year
at a Kentucky State resort park where harvest tables are covered
with delectable foods... and, just like at home, you can go back for
seconds.
_
almost a meal in itself is Mrs.
6 tbsp, soft shortening
1 tbsp. salt
6 to 6 cups sifted flour
ALMANAC
Mr. James Williams, Editor
Murray Ledger and Times
Murray, Kentucky
Dear This:
Because of the great public
interest in the question. I am
submitting this letter to your
"Letters to the Edible' depart-
ment. The text is an open let-
ter to our Mayor and City Coun-
cil Members concerning the pro-
posal payroll-occupation tax.
Sincerely yours,
W. E. Blackburn
Mayor Holmes Fait, and
Members of the Murray City
Council
Murray, Kentucky
Dear Sirs:
The following is written as
an open letter with full ap-
preciation of your dedication
and sincere efforts for the City
of Murray, as well as with high
personal regards.
There are several questions
concerning the proposed pay-
sail-occupation tax which are
perplexing to me as a forty-
year citizen of Murray and em-
ployee of Murray State Univer-
ttnrong these are the 
fol-
1. Why does the City of Mur-
ray need increase income 
mounting
a-
to approximately 50%
for next year? It is obvious that
some additional money is need-
ed, especially for increased pay
for city employees and improv-
ed police services, but why so
much?
2. Why should the employees
of Murray State pay 40% of the
proposed increase? Murray
State University has a payroll
in excess of $8,000,000 on which
the proposed tax would be ap-
proximately $65,000. Although
the professional staff earn re-
spectable salaries, there are
hundreds who receive minimal
pay and who can ill afford a
discriminatory tax on gross in-
come from salaries.
3. Why shouldn't new capital
outlay projects be financed by
bond issue rather than from
current revenues, if the citi-
zens really want such projects?
4. Why shouldn't improved
fire protection, resulting in
more favorable insurance rates,
be paid for by property owners
rather than by wage earners?
5. Murray has not been very
successful in recent years in at.
trading new industry. Won't
enactment of such a tax make
it even more difficult to attract
Sid Caesar
Limited To
12 Shows
By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Sid
Caesar finds himself in a most
eculiar bind wherein all three
etworks are his Brutus,
inking knives into him severel-
y, crying they are doing it for
Is own good.
One of the immortals of early
etwork television, Sid is
ited by some sort of
eernent to making only a
zen guest appearances a
ear,
It is not that he is being
harassed by the medium. Sid is
victimized by an ancient plot to
restrict appearances by guest
stars on musical variety shows
for purposes of exclusivity.
"Last year I did 11 shows,"
the comedian said. "And maybe
this season I'll do about the
same— a couple of Hollywood
Palaces, two Dean Martin
shows, a Kraft Music Hall or
two, But I'll be limited to 11 or
12,"
Gets 29-Day Clause
Great Caesar's Ghost! Why?
"Well, a guest star gets a 29-
day exclusivity clause in his
contract when he signs up for a
show," Caesar explained.
"He promises not to appear
21 days before the air date of
the show or for eight days
afterward. That means you
can't do more than one guest
shot a month,
"Sometimes you can ask
producers to waive the clause."
Caesars problem is this: Say
he is doing a Dean Martin show
one week and a Carol Burnett
show the next, Both Martin and
Burnett— or their producers,
networks, spouses or poodles—
would feel that the impact of
Sid's appearance would be
diminished by this overexpo•
sure. •
"I'd like to do more
guestings," Sid said wistfully.
"But then I would like to have
my own variety hour every
week,"
To enact the exclusivity
clause?
Is Room For Satire
"No, Because I think there is
room for a good musical-
variety program that gives a
lot of thought and time to satire
as we did in the old days."
In the era when Milton Berle
and wrestling were all viewers
had to choose from, Caesar
came along with "Broadway
Admiral Revue."
The multi-talented comedian
was an instant hit. From 1950
to '54 he starred in "Show of
Shows," and in "Caesar's
Hour" 1954-57, bringing televi
sion some of its finest comedy
moments.
There was light social satire
in most of what Caesar did. No
heavy-handed hostility, but a
gentle reminder that Americans
had a plethora of quirks at
which they could WW1.
high type industries in the fut-
ure?
It is my intention to seek
clarification of the issues at
the Council Meeting Tuesday
night. Perhaps other Murray
State University employees may
have similar concerns.
Sincerely yours,
Walter E Blackburn
Bible Thought for Today
He is despised and rejected of men; a man of sorrows, and ac-
quainted with grief: and we hid as it Were our faces from him;
he was despised, and we esteemed him not. — lealah 53:3.
We still hide from pure unalloyed goodness,
The GRECIAN
Steak House
Wishes to give their Thanks to all
people of Murray and surrounding
territories and students for accept-
ing them so warmly here in Mur-
ray.
To Show Our Appreciation We Present A Special
THANKSGIVING DINNER
Roast Turkey - Dressing - Cranberry Sauce
Choice of Salad, Waldorf or Combination
Relish Dish - Pumpkin Pie and Whipped Cream
Thanks,
1
Tom Andrews
TUESDAY — NON EMBER -25. 1969'
Paducahan
Killed In
Viet Mishap
Capt. Robert A. Clements, a
22-year-old Paducah native, was
killed early Sunday when his
helicopter crashed while on a
mission in Vietnam.
Capt. Clements, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert E. Clements,
Paducah Rt. 1, Hansen Road,
was a 1965 graduate of St.
Mary's High School and at-
tended Paducah Junior College
prior to joining the Army in
1966. He was a member of St.
Thomas More Church and the
Paducah Civil Air Patrol Squad-
ron.
Capt. Clements was assigned
to duty in Vietnam last Janu-
ary. He was a member of Troop
D, 3rd Squadron, 9th Cavalry,
25th Infantry Division, and was
stationed at Chu Chi, about 20
miles south of Saigon.
The military report of his
death stated that Capt. Clements
CAPT. ROBERT CLEMENTS
died at 6:55 a.m. Sunday when
his helicopter crashed due to
non-hostile causes during a mili-
tary mission.
Survivors, other than his pa-
rents, include two brothers,
Danny and Charles Clements,
and four sisters, Lola Marie,
Norita Aim, Edna Sue and Mary
Clements, aft at home, and his
grandparents, Mrs. Lola Thibo-
deaux, Pduach, and Robert Cle-
ments, Louisville.
Funeral arrangements will re-
main incomplete pending the re-
turn of the body from Vietnam,
which is expected to be in about
10 days.
ADVISERS APPOLNTED
An advisory committee to help
the Reclamation Division control
the surface mining of sand and
gravel, stone, rock asphalt and
fluorospar was appointed by Gov-
ernor Nunn,
The members are: Chairman
W. D. Milne, Louisville, presi-
dent of the Kentucky Stone Co.;
W. J. Sparks, Lexington, vice-
president, Central Rock CO.; Ri-
chard Cooper, general manager,
Somerset Stone Co.; Stuart Ada-
ms, Pikeville, president, Adams
Construction Co.; Steve M. Click
Jr., Louisville, district mana-
ger, Standard Materials Corp.;
T. R. Thomas, Frankfort, execu-
tive secretary, Kentucky Crush-
ed Stone Assn. Thomas and Mays
will serve ex officio.
The Reclamation Division is
an arm of the Department of
Natural Resources,
fll
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ALMANAC
Today is iuesthy, Nov. 25,)!
the 329th day of 1969, with 36 to
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
The morning stars are Venus
and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mercu-
ry, Saturn and Mars.
On this day in history:
In 1783, more than 6,000
British troops evacuated New
York City following the peace
treaty ending the Revolutionary
War,
In 1920, WTAW in College
Station, Texas, broadcast the
first play-by-play description
a football game in r
ll
history. The game was betw
Texas A&M and the University
of Texas.
In 1944, the American war
refugee board charged Germa-
ny with mass murder (turtle
World War U.
In 1963, President Kennedy
was buried in Arlington Nation-
al Cemetery.
---
A thought for the day: Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow said,
"Let him not boast who puts
his armor on as he who puts it
off, the tattle done,"
Ends Today *
"GO!-FOR THE FURY,
FORCE AND FUN OF
"ANGRY, TOUGH AND
FULL OF STING!"
"A PICTURE YOU MUST
SEE THIS YEAR IS IL."
*0(15 NOW .t0v.o. At
FIRAMOMPORS
kMEMODLECRPRGSRM 410
••••
CI:LORI PARAMOUNT PICTURf "447,
A man went looking for America
And couldn't find it anywhere.
•0600 co-'
WS( RI .000,1c 1
WM El
RideR
PETER / DENNIS
FONDA HOPPER
JACK NICHOLSON
zot..0=• Reeased by COLUMBIA PICTURES
Holiday In
a U.S. HIGHWAY
of Murray 641 souni
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Telephone 753-5986
%%%%%\,%%%\%%\',S\\ S\ %%%, %.• %
Thanksgiving Buffet
55% \%%%%\%\\\\\ %\%\\.\
TRADITIONAL
•
THANKSGIVING TURKEY
With All The Trimmings
Plus
HAM with FRUIT SAUCE - ROAST ROUND
of BEEF - FRIED CHICKEN
•
DESSERT: HOMEMADE PUMPKIN or
MINCE MEAT iE
ADULTS $2 50 Cif IMRE \ Under rrr-
% No\%N\%\%.h,,\
Dining Room Open:
I 1:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
-
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Buckeyes' Chance For Second
Straight Championship Ended
By JOHN JEANSONNE
UP! Sports Writer
Nobody has asked the Ohio
State Buckeyes if they would
rather have played the Minne-
sota Vikings Saturday.
Most people agreed with
Purdue coach Jack Mollenkopf
Last week when he said the
National Football League VOL-
ilghad a better chance oftop-ranked Ohio State
than Michigan did, but after the
Wolverines' 24-12 victory, they
aren't so sure.
Perhaps Ohio State moaned a
little too loud about the
injustices of keeping the
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
ROUNDUP
world's greatest team out of a
bowl game. Michigan has
thought all along that the best
team would go to Pasadena.
"I thought they (the
Buckeyes) were a little over-
confident," said Michigan quer-
tailback Don Moorhead, who
completed 10 of 20 passes for
106 yards and rushed for
another 73 yards. "We heard
that out on the West Coast
there was talk of getting a
petition up to get Ohio State
into the Rose bowl. That kind of
made us sick.
Streak Snapped
Michigan backed up that
belief by scoring 17 points in
the second period and went on
to snap Ohio State's 22-game
winning streak and 17-game
unblemished record in Big 10
play.
The Buckeyes' chances for a
second straight national cham-
pionship were dashed, leaving
such teams as second-ranked
Texas (8-0) and No. 3 Penn
State (8-0) with grandiose ideas
about becoming No. 1.
Texas coach Darrell Royal,
whose Longhorns were idle,
said "We have the opportunity"
to be No. 1, and Penn State felt
the same way after beating
Pittsburgh 27-7 for its 20th
straight victory.
Fourth- ranked Arkansas,
which will play Texas Tech on
Thanksgiving Day, also was
idle, while No. 5 Southern
Cali tlila earned a Rose Bowl
be opposite Michigan by
clipp cross-town rival UCLA
14-12.
Missouri, ranked No. 6 and
Penn State's opponent in the
Orange Bowl, finished its
regular season at 9-1 by
trouncing Kansas 69-)1.
Tough Struggle
Notre Dame. headed for the
Cotton Bowl against the South-
west Conference champion, had
to struggle for a 13-6 triumph
over Air Force, while Gator
Bowl-bound Tennessee also had
trouble with Kentucky 31-26.
Colorado, with hard-running
Bobby Anderson leading the
way, earned a spot in the
Liberty Bowl opposite Alabama
by tripping Kansas State 45-32,
Eighth -ranked Louisiana
State, ignored by the major
bowls, finished with its best
season (9-1) since 1961 by
shutting out Tulane 27-0.
Among the other bowl-bound
teams, Houston downed Wyom-
ing 41-14 and Nebraska won a
share of the Big Eight title by
blasting Oklahoma 44-14. West
Virginia stopped Syracuse 13-0.
Elsewhere, Stanford edged
California 29-28, Purdue stopped
Indiana 44-21 as Mike Phipps
closed out his brilliant career
by throwing four touchdown
passes, Yale beat Harvard 7-0
and Princeton upset Dartmouth
35-7 as the Ells, Tigers and
Indians finished in a three-way
tie for the Ivy League title.
MAJOR COLLEGE
FOOTBALL RATINGS
NEW YORK Do — The Unit-
ed Press International top 20
major college football teams
with first place votes and won-
Icst-tied records in parentheses.
Tenth week.
Teem Points
1. Texas (30) (8-0) 344
2. Penn State
3. Arkam.is
4. N-Su. Calif.
5. x-Mi.vouri
6. Co State
THE
Bucs Win Low
Scorer From Dallas
By United Press International
It's not how many points you
score in a basketball game that
matters, just as long as it's
more than the other guy.
The New Orleans Buccaneers
registered only 81 points
Monday night but made them
stand up for the lowest winning
score in American Basketball
Association history when they
held Dallas to 79 points. The
total of 160 points was 12 less
than the previous ABA low set
when Houston beat Denver, 89-
83, Jan. 3, 1968.
A six-foot jump shot by
James Jones with 43 seconds
left provided the Bucs with
their winning margin in the
only ABA action of the night
and helped them to their 10th
triumph in their last 11 games.
New Orleans now leads second-
place Los Angeles by two full
games in the Western Division.
Steve Jones of New Orleans
led all scorers with 26 points
and James Jones added 20.
Cincy Powell was high man for
Dallas with 17 points.
CANADIANS LOSE
PRAGUE (UPI)—The Cze-
choslovakian national hockey
team defeated Canada's nation-
al squad 5-2 Sunday. It was the
second straight loss for the
Canadians, prepping here for
the 1970 world championships.
JACKLIN HONORED
LONDON (UPI)— The British
Association of Golf Writers
Sunday named Tony JackLin
1969 winner of the golf writers
(1) (9-0) 289 trophy at the nation's outstand-
(8-0) 243 ing player. Jacklin won the
(3) (9-1) 220 British Open title this year.
(9-1) 205
(8-1) 198
7. St.ate (9-1) 98
8. x-Michigan (8-2) 92
x-Notre Dame -19-1-1) 13
10. x-UCLA
11; Tennsee
1.2. x-Nebrasta
13. x-E' anford
14. Mississippi
15. Auburn
(9-1-1) 51
---(81)
(1) (8-2) 31
(7,2-1) 22
(2-3) 19
(7-2) 12
16. Houston (7-2)
17. x-Wet Virginia (9-1) 2
18. tie. Arizcna St. (7-2) 1
tie. x-Purdue (8-2) 1
tie. San Diego St. (9-Op -1
x-Se•son Completed
NEW YORK (UPI)— Ship
Leage won the $59,800 Gallant
Fox Handicap at Aqueduct by a
nose over Hydrologist.
LEDGER & TIMES _
Lindgren Ends
Track Career
With Style
NEW YORK (UPI)— Gerry
Lindgren closed out a brilliant
collegiate track career in style
Monday.
The bespectacled senior from
Washington State turned in a
record performance against a
field of 274 in the NCAA cross-
country champinships in his
farewell appearance to colle-
giate track competition.
Lindgren won by a dozen
yards in 28 minutes, 59.2
seconds over the six-mile Vail
Corlandt Park course in notch-
ing 'the Ilth NCAA champion-
ship of his career. The 23-year-
old runner had previously won
two cross-country titles and
eight track titles at two, three
and six miles.
Mike Ryan, the defending
champion from the Air Force
Academy, finished second in
29:01 and Steve Prefontaine of
Oregon was third in 29:12. John
Bednarski of Texas El Paso
took fourth place with 29:17 and
Art Dulong, the IC4A champion
from Holy Cross, was fifth in
29:27.
Lindgren's time bettered the
course record set by Ryan last
year by 17.6 seconds. Ryan and
Prefontaine also bettered
Ryan's time of a year ago
(29:16.8).
"Boy, was I glad to win this
one. My glasses fogged up and
my right foot came up with a
blister. Talk about having
problems," said Lindgren.
While Lindgren's victory
didn't fool anyone, the Miners
from Texas El Paso created a
lot of excitement by winning
the team championship in their
debut.
The Miners, paced by Bed-
narski's fourth place finieh,
ended Villanova's three-year
reign by tallying 74 points to 88
for the second-place Wildcats.
Oregon was third with 113
points followed by Washington
State (18'7) and Illinois (203).
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Knicks In
Good Shape
iy United Press International
Since the New York Knicks
off to the fastest start in
ational Basketball Association
estory with a 20-1 mark, the
fist of the Eastern Division
tl.rns are concerning them-
Ayes with making the play-
n/s.
For that reason, Cincinnati's
119-104 victory over the Mil-
waukee Bucks Monday night
"as a big one.
The Royals, though still l02
Fames behind the Knicks,
Loved within a game and a
half of the Pucks in hopes of
r-.maining in the playoff
tur e.
Dick Van Arsdale scored 29
PcilitS as the Royals took an
early lead and pulled steadily
ally, increasing a 58-50
halftime lead to 91-72 by
sooting 55 per cent from the
floor in the third period.
In the only other NBA game,
John Block scored 32 points,
induding 11 in the fourth
period, as the San Diego
Rockets held off a Seattle rally
and edged the SuperSonics 112-
1(5.
Seattle took a momentary
lead with six minutes remain-
In( and tied the score with 2:58
left, but two free throws by
Block sent the Rockets ahead to
stay for their seventh win in
the last nine games.
Elvin Hayes scored 22 points
and Art Williams had 18 for the
Rockets while player-coach Lee
Wilkens led Seattle with 23.
COSFoRD, England (UP!)—
Martin Biham of Britain set a
600-meter run record with a
time of I minute, 18.5 seconds.
---
WEMBLEY, England (UPI)
— Ann Jones beat Billie Jean
King, 9-11, 6-2, 9-7, and Sod
Laver defeated Tony Roche
4, 6-1, 6-3, for the British indoor
open tennis singles titles. •
BERLIN (UPI)—Russia's G.
Ivanschenkov broke the world
light heavyweight record in the
Olympic triple weightlifting
event with a total of 1,086
pounds, six pounds more than
tne previous standard.
Brrrl A freezing morning.
You slip into ;our Datsun.
Pump the pedal, tweak the
choke, flip the Lgnition
Var0000m I The overhead
cam roars and settles to a
smooth idle
At the first traffic light
there's slush Datsun's water-
proof front discs take hold
stop you sure and easy. No
problem with the street salt.
either Datsun is undercoated
at the factory a,
Got You slip into first ..
then second Datsun's ail-
synchromesh 4-speed heips
you control, acceleration_
aid 
fishtailing. And you can
gear-down to help you stop.
Lumpy. packed snow by
the freeway ramp_ Datsun's
sure-footed, fully independ-
ent rear suspension takes over.
You relax The powerful
heater /defroster with its quick-
working fan has the interior
toasty The windshield clear.
On to work Past the huf-
fers and puffers, the sliders
and stallers.
You smile You've got The
Bad Weather Friend Make,
the Sound Move to Datsun •
The World's Best $2000 Carl
Ask your Datsun Dealer to
prove it,
DATSUN
P S It's factory equipped with Ant -Freeze
Lassiter & McKinney
Datsun Inc.
Ph. 753-7U4
•
810 sycamore St.
SPORTS
•
Texas Eases Into First Place:
Buckeyes Drop To 6th
By JOE ('ARNICELLI
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK ,UPI)—Texas
has become the nation's No. 1
college football team without
lifting a Linger.
While the unbeaten Longhorns
(8-0) rested Saturcley for their
final two games of the season,
Michigan stunned top ranked
Ohio State 24-12 in the upset of
the year to pave the way for
Texas to reach the top.
Texas received 30 first place
votes and 344 points from the
35-member United Press Inter-
national board of coaches to
easily outdistance second-place
Penn State while Ohio State,
the defending national cham-
pion which held the No. 1
ranking since the final week of
last season, fell to sixth.
Arkansas, scheduled to meet
Texas in the Southwest Confer-
ence showdown Dec. 6, took
third, followed by Southern
California, Missouri, Ohio State,
Louisiana State, Michigan,
Notre Dame and UCLA.
Tennessee took 11th, followed
by Nebraska, Stanford, Missis-
sippi, Auburn, Houston, West
Virginia and three teams—
Arizona State, Purdue and
surprising San Diego State—
tied for 18th and last place.
Penn State beat Pittsburgh
27-7 to boost its record to 9-0.
Southern California edged
Amenues
latent
Wog
Cies
UCLA 14-12, Missouri biased
Kansas 69-21, Louisiala State
blanked Tulane 27-c, Notre
Dame edged Air Force 13-6 and
Tennessee hung on to beat
Kentucky 31-26.
Nebraska bombed Oklahoma
44-14, Stanford nipred Califor-
nia 29-28, Missisippi and
Auburn were idle sad Houston
ripped Wyoming 4-14.
West Virginia owned Syra-
cuse 13-10 to finis' 9-1, its only
loss coming to Pan State, and
Arizona State derdished Color-
ado State ' 79-7 Purdue beat
Indiana 44-21 ad San Diego
State, playing is first year in
the major collge ranks after
three consecut e small collee.e
titles bombared North Texas
State 42-21.
Five coacts from each of
the seven ge.irlphical areas of
the nation amprise the UPI
%1AYNARD HURT
'iEW YOR leF UPI).- Flanker
Don Maynard suffered a bone
fracture in his right instep
during last Sunday's game with
Cincinnati and may miss the
next two New York Jet games.
Maynard is the leading pass
receiver in the American
Football League this season
with 47 catches for 638 yards.
—
GRAY RECALLED
ST. LOUIS (UPI)— Terry
Gray, a 31-year-old forward,
was recalled by the St. Louis
Blues Monday. Gray scored 12
goals and posted 12 assists in 15
games for the Blues' Kansas
City farm club in the Western
Hockey League.
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Ohio State, Penn State
Lead Ballot For All-American
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
UPI Sports Editor
NEW YORK (UPI)— Ohio
State and Penn State paced th
voting for the United Press
International 1969 college foo
ball All-America team
nounced today by placing thr
men each on the honor squa
against two each for Souther
California and Notre Dame.
However, Steve Owens, Okla-
homa's record-breeklug running
back, proved the top individual
vote-getter on the 22-man squad
by snaring 132 ballots. The two-
platoon team was chosen by
direct vote of 142 sports writers
and broadcasters throughout
th
chen.ens a tion,the only team so
Owens, who has scored 54
touchdowns for an all-time
major college record, including
21 this season, thus missed a
perfect selection by only 11nali
It was one of the closest 
approaches to unanimous selec-
tion in history. Michigan State
tackle Bubba Smith came the
closest, coming within seven
votes in 1966.
Owens, a senior from Miami,
Okla., gained 100 or more yards
rushing in 17 straight games
until last Saturday and needs
six more touchdowns in his
final game Thanksgiving Day
against Oklahoma State to
break in three years the mark
of 59 set by Army's Glenn
Davis in four years.
Joining Owens in the All-
America offensive backfield
were quarterback Mike Phipps
of Purdue and running backs
Jim Otis of Ohio State and Bob
Anderson of Colorado.
Linebacker Dennis Onkotz of
Penn State, a senior, was the
only repeater from the 1968
squad.
 Here are the players chosen
as the best 
Offense
enstheeland:
Ends — Carlos Alvarez, Flori-
da, and Jim Mandich, Michi-
gan.
Tackles —Sid Smith, Southern
California, and Bob McKay,
Texas.
Guards —Chip Keil, Tennts-
see,an d Larry Dinardo, Notre
Dame.
Center —Rodney Brand, Ark-
ansas.uruaQ Quarterback — Mike Phipps,
Purdue.
Running backs — Steve
Owens, Oklahoma; Jim Otis,
Ohio State; and Bob Anderson,
Colorado,
Defense
Ends — Jim Gunn, Southern
ratings board. Each week they
select the top 10 teams in the
nation with points awarded on a
10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 basis on vote
from first through 10th.
Mike Phipps, Steve Owens Are
1st Choices For Heisman
By .-'EVE SMILANICH
Sports Writer
NEN; YORK (UPI)—The
ballot oz will be opened today
to (feminine the Heisman
Tropt Winner, with quarter-
back .fte Phipps of Purdue
and Laing back Steve Owens
of diploma expected to grab
naeoli top college football
the votes as the.1110. 
ti 
-a' this season.
ie bronze statuette will be
crsilated to the winner at a
releonnf the I)ec 
recipient 
ipbutient 
will 
bce-e
today by the sponsoring
town Athletic Club of New
. The club conducted the
oting among 1,300 sports
ters and broadcasters across
country.
e trophy, considered the
st prestigious of the post-
'citations, is named for
e late John W. Heisman. It
started in 1935 with Jay
Berwanger of Chicago the
Initial winner. Last year's
award went to o. .1. Simpson of
Southern C al dor nia.
Other leading candidateS in-
clude quarlerbacks Archie Man-
-hag of Mississippi, John
Reaves of Florida, Jim Plun-
kett of Stanford, Dennis Dem-
mit of UCLA Rex Kern of Ohio
State and defensive tackles
Mike Reid of Penn State and
Mike McCoy of Notre Dame.
Unlike last year when Simp-
son was a runaway choice for
the honor, the competition this
year is considered wide open.
Traditionally the trophy has
gone to a backfield star and a
senior. Only non-backs to win
the award were end Larry
Kelley of Yale in 1936 and end
Leon Hart of Notre Dame in
1949.
The last junior to gain the
award was Roger Staubach of
Navy in 1963. In 1964 It went to
Notre Dame quarterback John
Huarte.
Phipps capped his brilliant
career at Purdue last Saturday
by throwing four touchdown
passes in his team's 44-21
triumph over Indiana, He threw
23 touchdown passes during the
season. He is a senior.
Owens has scored 126 points
in nine games and has pulled
his way for 100 yards or more
in 17 straight games. He is also
I a senior.
ialifornia, and Phil Olsen, Utah
State,
Tackles —Mike McCoy, Notre
Dame, and Mike Reid, Penn
State,
Middle guard —Jim Stillwa-
gon, Ohio State.
Linebackers — Steve Kiner,
Tennessee, and Dennis Onkotz,
Penn State.
Halfbacks —Jack Tatum,
Ohio State; Tom Curtis, Michi-
gan; Neal Smith, Penn State;
and Buddy McClinton, Auburn.
McCoy, who was named on
100 ballots, was the top
vote getter on the defensive
platoon and second to Owens
overall.
The honor squad includes 17
seniors, four juniors — Kell,
Dinardo, Stillvragon, and Ta-
tum, and one sophomore —
Alvarez.
The Midwest was the domin-
ant section on the first team
with a total of eight places,
followed by the South with four,
West Leads
NBA Scoring
NEW YORK (UPI)— Jerry
West of the Los Angeles Lakers
is drawing away in the race for
scoring honors in the National
Basketball Association while a
bitter battle is going on for
runner-up honors.
West scored 174 points last
week for a 590 total and raised
his average 1.5 points per game
for a 31.2 mark in games
through last Sunday.
Lou Hudson of,, Atlanta
supplanted Philadelphia's Billy
Cunningham in second place as
the Hawks star increased his
point total to 508 for a 282
average. Cunningham is third
with a 27.9 mark.
West played five games last
week, scoring 27, 32, 37,33 and
38 points.
Wilt Chamberlain of Los
Angeles, although sidelined by a
knee injury, took over the field
goal percentage lead at .579 as
Walt Bellamy of Detroit, last
week's leader dropped com-
pletely from the top 10 in that
department.
Flynn Robinson of Milwaukee
continues as free throw leader
with a .940 percentage, Elvin
Hayes of San Diego is the new
rebound leader with a 17.0
percentage and player-coach
Len Wilkens of Seattle sup-
planted Walt Frazier of New
York as assists leader with a
9.6 average,
the Southwest and the East
with three each, and the Far
West and the Rookies with two
each.
However, the South had a
slight edge in balloting for both
the first and second teams,
getting 11 of the 44 places
against 10 each for the Midwest
and Southwest, five each for
the Far West and East, and
three for the Rockies.
The five-man defensive line
of this year's squad averages
239 pounds per man, topped by
the 6-5, 274-pound McCoy at
tackle. The five-man interior
offensive line was only a shade
less ponderous at 237 pounds
per man.
Named to the second team
were:
Offense
Ends — Elmo Wright, Hous-
ton, and Charles Speyrer,
Texas.
Tackle —John Ward, Oklaho-
ma State, and Bob Asher,
Vanderbilt.
Guards —Alvin Samples, Ala-
bama, and Bill Bridges, Hous-
ton.
Center — Ken Mendenhall,
Oklahoma.
Quarterback -- Archie Man-
ning, Mississippi.
Running backs —Clarence
Davis, Southern California;
Steve Worster, Texas; and
Charlie Pittman, Penn State.
Defense
Ends — Bill Brundage, Colora-
do, and David Campbell,
Auburn.
Tackles — Leo Brooks, Texas,
and Steve Smear, Penn State.
Middle guard — Carl Crewel,
West Virginia.
Linebackers — Mike Ballo;
UCLA, and Don Parish, Stan-
ford.
Halfbacks — Glen Cannon,
Mississippi; Steve Tanne n,
Florida; Ted Provost, Ohio
State; and Tim Foley, Purdue.
LUCAS SIDELINED
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)--
Recently acquired forward Jer-
ry Lucas of the San Francisco
Warriors is expected to be out
of the lineup two to three weeks
with a broken hand.
The injury occurred during
Saturday night's 106-98 loss to
the Los Angeles Lakers. It was
Lucas' 15th game with the
Warriors since being acquired
from Cincinnati in a trade for
Bill Turner and Jim King.
Dr. James Raggio, Warrior
team physician, said the injury
would sideline the 6-foot-8
stellar rebounder for about the
next 10 Warrior games,
B. N. LeDuke & Son, AUCTIONEERS andREAL ESTATE BROKERS
INVITE YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS TO ANOTHER
UBLIC SALE
OF VALUABLE REAL ESTATE
FARMING EQUIPMENT AND HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE
68 ACRE
FARM
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68 ACRE
FARM
Known as the John Watson Farm, located 6 miles northeast of
Dresden, Tenn. Turn east off Highway 89, midway between Dres-
den and Palmersviller Tenn., at C.me Pentecost Farm at sale mar-
ker, 1.2 miles to the farm. Selling on premises.
Saturday November 29,1969
SALE TIME 10 AM — RAIN OR SHINE — LUNCH AVAILABLE
SELLING TO SETTLE ESTATE OF WILLIAM ELMER AND NELLIE REED, DECEASED
These people red lederely la dee acceded Sapeetabee ZS
This farm, also known as ft* Frenzo Crocker
Form, consists of 68 acres (more or less).
House has 2 bed rooms, bath, shed, born, and
all necessary out buildings, good well, plenty
water. Has approx. 40 acres crop land, most
of which is fenced and sown down in Ky.
Fescue and Ladino Clover.
HERE IS A REAL STOCK FARM WITH PLENTY SHADE, WATER
AND PASTURE. THINK IT OVER BEFORE YOU LET THIS OM
GET AWAY PROM YOU Pone N.. 11L
Fermi hes • 3 acre cadre hew del II wee cod bd. Here le a dee won her% cadvally leaded hatred Highway Pt del Wesley ChapelMathedist Chem! ea the Deed.. and Ceded Greed Hirdray, ea.y • shed irk* le fuddles, darlads ter livestock uN fdon preelects. sheaddeImam taper driets, headltals, schools, streea Messily baths, ad the church 114 peer elided 
HOUSEHOLD
I Ude, reed salt 1 Modena roclurt
1 Bedroom mit eftli sped, Saretress
I TM. booth with bee %pried I rwaidesi
4 Iteckl4q chairs 11 =Muds/
2 Pdtlepte hiteheei cabled* (del sale,1
1 Ritchie coded I Desh lereideel
2 Tables I.sNq..I I Addird redo
1 Sierra weir, reeelthre Itreadle repel
I Admiral TV with added da roue
1 liarareck moo. did tab.., i direst itew I
1 Didd tub!" del chairs (amide')
FURNITURE
1 GE coo& stove 116ht atm
1 GE rob-Meta/a ( IA. dr IL frost tree/
1 Maytag .0:had dechiee
2 Deep tweezers with teed
Do•len di Meek (tear deliemes)
Cedihd vessels. reader. percale/se. GO
Iron. electric ceeher. delve, chums
brit Mrs, if,.. Ward's, bedded/1k
err. canoed feeds of kds
1 Set uhrerende 1 use Mdmeticli
2 Heatioq se4:44, I Weed Meg 1 Ashley
-
FARMING EQUIPMENT
161 Ford tractor,
60 Medd ad drew
124ach bip hock Mee Seam %of
leer culNeder 1 SO4serl bower
New 144•114•41 osemes. (bolt drives)
JD wsele plemphir Pew &Nes era 014
4-Irhee4 trai ux 1 2-4,10441 Weller
Moils orw barb wire isms wed Ms
Per. eelber him tee eimeromsIsmeselon
2 Milkers • Sore, poops 1 NM soiller
Yew mod row Meads are cordially belted to cede 1111114 leek soar this Ps. Ferdine &padded. sod faniterw, anyelme Wen 46If .1.4. Perer44Ifiesed ceate.t Mr. lily L Paid Adtrimestryter. Read 3. Need... Teas.. phase 627-26r1 er I. N. 14041.4 sod SiftAuctleiders del Red [daft Illreiler.• Ode 233-6526 et 733•7644, TipteavIlle T.w
TERMS ON LAND — 10°. CASH ON DAY OF SALE — BALANCE IN 60 DAYS. 
Mak* your plans now to purchase this farm. Why not let high priced hogs and cattle help you payfor it? THINK IT OVER AND BE HERE SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 29.
Billy E. 
n 
Page Administrator
ESTATE OF WILLIAM ELMER AND NELLIE REED. DECEASED — NEWBERN, TENNESSEE
B. N. LeDuke & Son; AUCTIONEERS and REAL ESTATEBROKERS License No, 46 1 46
TIPTONVILLE, TENNESSEE — -Our Servife Doesn't ( It+ — It l'..ofc
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Mrs. Hendrickson
Is Speaker For
Home Department
Mrs Stanford Hendrickson
was the guest speaker at the
meeting of the Home Depart-
ment 3f the Murray Woman's
Club held on Thursday, Novem-
ber 20, at two o'clock in the
afternoon at the club house.
"A Visit To Afghanistan"
was the subject of the program
in which Mrs. Hendrickson
showed slides, articles of clo-
thing, pottery, and jewelry she
had collected while she and her
husband were teaching in the
country there from 1884-88.
Mrs. Noel Melugin introduc-
ed Mrs. Hendrickson who is
librarian at Murray State Uni-
versity.
The vice-chairman, Mrs. Al-
bert Crider, presided and open-
ed the meeting with a Thanks-
giving meditation. She said
"where else on earth are met
so blessed, so let each of us
thank God and be thankful for
all our blessings."
During the social hour re-
freshments were served by the
hostesses who were Mesdames
Nix Crawford, Goldia Curd, E.
W. Riley, Maynard Ragsdale, J.
A. Outland, Ray Buckingham,
and F. B. Crouch.
• • •
Coldwater Club
Has Regular Meet
At Darnell Home
Mrs. Herman Darnell was hos.
tess for the meeting of the
Coldwater Homemakers Club
held on Tuesday, November 18,
at one o'clock in the afternoon
The der-it:inn was given by
Mrs. Eddie Billington with the
thought being "This is my Fa-
ther's World". The roll call was
answered by "What I Am Most
Thankful For".
A most interesting lesson on
"Efficiency In Housekeeping"
was given by Mrs. Van Burnett.
Mrs. Darnell gave a lesson
on "Crochet Berets" and "Re-
working Old Trunks" instead of
recreation as the leader was
unable to attend.
Names were drawn tor as_
exchange of Christmas gifts at
the nest meeting to be held
Tuesday, December 16, at one
p.m. in the home of Mrs. Earl_
Adams.
• • •
Penny Homemakers
Club Has Lesson
History At Meet
The Penny Homemakers Club
held as regular meeting at the
Holiday Inn on Monday, No-
vember 17, at ten o'clock in the
mooning with Mrs. Richard
s Armstrong as hostess.
f• Mrs. Grace Covey, assisted by
I
Mrs. Ernest Madrey, presented
the lesson on "History Of Our
Heritage". She discussed Na-
than B. Stubblefield as invent-
or of radio, Irvin S. Cobb, hu-
morist, and Alban Barkley, sen-
ator and vice-president, all from
i the Purchase area. The lesson
f. had been written by William
,e. Burneete.
• The president, Mrs. Madrey,
. presided. Mrs. Delia Graham
: gave the devotion from Psalms
18:1-2 and prayer was led by
Mrs. Armstrong.
The recretional period was
conducted by Mrs. Vernon Mo-
ody.
Others present, not previous-
ly mentioned, were Mrs. Paul
Butterworth, Mrs. Carl Harrell,
and Mrs. Alton Cole.
The next meeting will be held
on December 15, at 10 a. in
with Mrs. Butterworth as hos-
tees and Mrs. Harrell giving a
book review. Gifts will be ex-
changed.
• • •
Singapore draws
SINGAPORE (UN) — Nearly
37,000 tourists visited Singapore
last August, a 17 per cent in-
crease over August. 1968, ac-
cording latest statistics.
Most of the tourists were
from the United States, Britain,
Australia, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Japan and India. More than
90 per cent came by air.
73 - year - olds
can be lovers
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY I just read that letter from the 70-year-old
widow who married a charming 73-year-old, well-to-do
widower It seems he failed to tell her that he had had
surgery 6 years before, and all he could offer her was a
lovely home and a gin rummy partner.
Your answer — "Most 70-year-old women marrying a
73-year-old man would be content with a lovely home and a
gin rummy partner," showed you to be surprisingly naive.
Speak for yourself, Abigail.
I am a 72-year-old "bride." I buried two husbands and
divorced two, and there's plenty of life in this old girl yet!
ANGIE IN MEMPHIS
DEAR ABBY: Where is that charming, well-to-do
73-year-old widower who can offer a woman only a lovely
home and a gin rummy partner?
I'm a 55-year-old widow, and people tell me I look much
younger. I'd love to meet a man like that. With me, be
wouldn't have to apologize for his performance in the
bedroom. I'd much rather sit in the kitchen and play gin
rummy. NETTIE IN MIAMI
DEAR ABBY: I can't believe that sex is so important to
a 70-year-old woman that she would pass up a charming,
well-to-do gentleman of 73 because be couldn't perform.
People that age get married for companionship. Talk
about dirty old men. She is a dirty old lady! JANE
DEAR ABBY: I read about that 70-year-old widow who
married a 73-year-old man and wanted to get rid of him
because be was no good at lovemaking anymore. She said all
he could do was play gin rummy.
Well, she can throw him my way. My old man is 68, and
be is no good at lovemaking anymore either, and he doesn't
oven know bow to play gin rummy. DORIS IN LA.
DEAR ABBY: I End to laugh over the letter from the
'70-year-old widow expected romance with a 73-year-old
husband. I think she was pulling your leg. I don't know of any
woman over 50 who is that interested in sex. And it's
common knowledge that most men over 50 are also having
their troubles in that department even if they won't admit It.
After 40, I think sex is very much overrated. The energy
spent on it isn't worth the little you get out of it. I think
middle-aged men should get out more and go fishing.
BETTY IN K. C.
DEAR BEITY: A doctor is Koatfleld. Cal.. has some
sews fer yea. His letter:
DEAR ABBY: I usually agree with you, but when you
say that a 70-year-Old woman shouldn't be disappointed to
find that her 73-year-old bridegroom was all finished as a
lover, you obviously haven't read DR. KINSEY. He says that,
at age 73, 60 per cent of the males are still potent.
A KENTF'EELD, M. D.
What's year problem? You'll feel better If yea get it off
year died. Write to ABBY, Bea Mee, Les Aageks, Cal.
MM. For a perseaal reply eaelese stamped. addressed
envelope.
Fee Abby's mew booklet, "What Teea-Agers Want le
Know," mad In to Abby, Box Mee, Les Angeles. Cal. Melll.
Oakley Home Scene
Of Sisterhood
Chapter Meeting
Chapter M of the PEO Sis-
terhood held a luncheon meet-
ing on Thursday, November 20,
at the home of Mrs. Hugh Oak-
ley on the Olive Boulevard with
Mrs. Bill Wood as cohostess
Mrs. Lochie Hart, president,
presided #nd announced that
the next meeting will be held
December 6 in Paducah with
Mrs. Geneva Banks Mrs. Jean
Becker, Louisville, state organ-
izer, will be present
The program was presented
by Mrs. Robert Bowles, former
student at Coney College and
recipient of a PEO educational
lean scholarship. She is now a
junior at Murray State Univer-
sity She presented a program
on Cottey Junior College, a girls
school in Nevada, Mo. Miss
Jean Steytler, formerly of Mur-
PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. Steve McCoy of
Cincinnati, Ohio, were the week-
end guests of their parents, Mr
and Mrs. Allen McCoy of Mur-
ray and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Neale
of Hickory. Steve is now assoc-
iated with Proctor and Gamble
at Cincinnati.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Crotzer and
children of Jeffersontown were
the weekend guests of her par
ents. Mr., and Mrs. B. W. Bur
keen of Alm.
ray, is now flute instructor at
Coney Junior College
Those present were Mesdames
Harry Sparks, Alfred Lindsey,
Henry McKenzie, Maurice Chris-
topher, W. J Pittman, Ralph
Tesseneer, Hugh Oakley, Bill
Wood, Robert Bowles, Lochie
Hort, Larrie Clark, L. J. Hor-
tin, Paul Sturm, and Miss Ann
Herron.
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
Tuesday, November 25
A special service of
WSCS of the First United Mas
thodist Church will be held at
the church educational building
at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
American Legion Auxiliary
Post 73 will meet at the Leg-
ion Hall at 6:30 p.m. All meas
tiers and ladies who may be
able to join are urged to at
tend
• • •
The Kirksey Elementary
School PTA will meet at the
school at :730 p.m. SupL Wil-
liam B. Miller will be t he
speaker. Hostesses will be the
!second grade mothers.
• • •
The Elm Grove Baptist
Church WMS will have a book
study by Mrs. Paul Dailey, Sr.,
at the home of Mrs. Albert
Crider at ten am. The group
will have lunch at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
S'S
A bake sale and bazaar, spon
sored by the Women's Republi-
can Club, will be held at the
Fenton and Hodge Store start-
ing at nine a.m.
• • •
Wednesday, November 311
The Blankenship Circle of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will hold a
bake sale starting at 9 a.m. in
front of Diuguid's Furniture
Company.
• • •
A bake sale will be held in
front of Belk's starting at eight
a.m., sponsored by Beta Sigma
Phi. For special order requests
call 743-8459 by Monday.
• • •
Saturday, November 29
All members of the Oaks
Country Club are invited to a
Hootenanny at 7:30 p.m. There
is no admission charge. Coun-
try music will be "The Three
J's Plus One".
• • • .
Thursday, December 4
The Annual Bell-Ringer bene
fit card party will be held
the Woman's Club House sii
1:30 p.m. Dessert will be serv-
ed first. Canasta and bridge
may be played. Prizes will be
given for high at each table A
bell ringing will stop the game
at 3:30 p m Make reservations
by calling one of the following
Mrs. Lenvel Yates, Mrs. Freed
Gotham, Mrs. L. C. Hendon
Tickets $1.25 Funds to be used
for community projects of the
Garden Department of the Mur-
ray Woman's Club.
• • •
Saturday, December 6
The Welcome Wagon New-
comers Club will have a buffet
dinner at the Holiday Inn at
7:30 p.m For reservations con-
tact Mrs. M D. Hassell 753-
5640 by November 30.
Merger ahead?
OSLO ((IPI) — Scandinavian
Airline System, Swissair and
KLM Royal Dutch Aidinesma
merge into one giant airline in
the future, Knut Haerup, of
Norway, nev. director general
of SAS, indicated in an inter
The three companies already
maintain- close technical cooper-
ation which. Bagrup said, will
ler extended.
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4547
Evans-Wilson Vows To Be Read
Miss Connie Paulette Evans •
Mr. and Mrs. William Ralph Evans of Almo announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Connie
Paulette, to PFC Larry Nories Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Guy
N. Wilson, of Paris, Tennessee.
The bride-elect is a 1967 graduate of ealloway County High
School. She is presently employed in the office of the County
Court Clerk at Murray.
Mrs. Will Evans, of Route 6, Murray, is grandmother Of the
bride-elect.
The groom-elect attended E. W. Grove High School. He
enlisted in the U.S. Army in 1968 and is presently serving a 12
months tour of duty in An Abe, Vietnam.
Mrs. Willie Wilson of Paris, Tennessee is grandmother of
the groom-elect.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, January 10, at
seven o'clock in the evening at the Bethel United Methodist
Church, Murray. A reception will follow in the basement of the
church.
After the wedding Mr. and Mrs Wilson will reside at Fort
Rucker, Alabama.
No local invitations are being sent and all relatives and
friends are invited to attend.
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HOLIDAY RESTAURANT
Will Serve
TURKEY DINNER
THANKSGIVING DAY
co
• Open 7 Days A Week . . . Year Round
Aurora Hwy. 68 & 80
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"MY SOUL" The diminutive
and explosive youngest
member of the Rritiah Par-
liament. Bernadette Devlin
from trua-Uhaper. relaxes on
In London with a copy of
her a utybiogra ph y. "The
Price of My Soul." during a
news conference to introduce
the book. Cable. photiol
Prof Leo Blair
Prof. Leo Blair
Presents Program
At Music Meeting
The members of the Music
Department of ti Mruray Wo-
man's Club and ltheir guests
were treated to delightful
program of music bresented by
Professor Leo Blair, violinist,
at their November meeting.
The program included Son-
ata No. 3 in F major by G. F.
Handel, Concerto in 1 minor by
J. S. Bach, far two Nailing and
continuo, and Sicilieane and
Ettgadoun by Fritz Kr.ialer. Mr.
Blair was assisted b:, ',.Rodney
Reynerson, pianist, and y Mrs.
Mary Curtis Taylor, v linist,
who joined him in play' the
B3ehconeertothFollowinge program, the
group was entertained naund
ed with seasonal colodrescridt-
a tea table, beautifully
flowers. The hostesses
Mrs. William Ryan, Mrs.
aid Story, Mrs Josiah Da
Mrs. Vernon Nance, and
Lillian Tate
Plans were made for the
fluid Christmas meeting of t
entire Woman's Club which will
be presented on Monday. De-
cember 1 at 7 pm. The mem-
bers of the Music Department
chorus will present the -pro-
gram of Christmas music.
• • •
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Look before you push the
activator on an aerosol can.
Homemakers who don't look
sometimes "polish" a dining
room table with spray starch or
"set" their hair with a household
spray cleaner
New Members Initiated Calloway Beta
Club In Impressive Ceremony Recently
An impressive candlelight ser-
vice was held Monday, Novem-
ber 10, at seven o'clock in the
evening in Jeffrey Gymnasium
to initiate forty-six new mem-
bers of the Calloway County
High School Beta Club.
President Danny Chapman
served as master of ceremon-
ies. He recognised the special
guests who were Junior Beta
Club members from Hazel, Lynn
Grove, and University School;
Beta Club sponsors; parents of
Junior and Senior Beta mem-
bers; and C. C. H. S. Beta al-
umni.
The devotion was given by
Susan Pigg, newly elected de-
votional leader. Carolyn Ven-
able, recording secretary, re
cognized outstanding Beta mem-
bers
The focal point of the init-
iation was a gold tree repre-
senting the Beta Organization.
lhe officers, wearing black rib
bons with their offices printed
in gold, explained the goals
and objectives of the club and
each placed on the Beta tree
a leaf in the form of the Beta
emblem representing his goal
or objective. As each new mem-
ber's name was called, he came
forward and placed a leaf, in-
scribed with his name, on the
tree signifying his support of
the objectives.
Led by the Vice-President,
Ruth Ann Barrow, the new Bet
nembers holding lighted can-
dles formed a large B. Th
ceremony ended with the pledge
led by the President Danny
Chapman and the Beta Song
Leader, Wanda Garret.
Those participating in the
...eremony were President Dan-
ny Chapman, master of cere-
monies; vice president Ruth
Ann Barrow, representing lead-
ership; recording secretary Ca-
rolyn Venable, representing a-
chievement; corresponding sec-
retary Cynthia Cooper, repre-
senting dependability; first trea-
surer Mike Kline, representing
character; second treasurer
Donnie Peal, representing ser-
vice; parliamentarian Paul
Rushing, representing respon-
sibility; song leader Wanda
:.-rarret, Virtues; reporter Betsy
Riley, who expained Beta Club
organization and Kathy Lovett
who was pianist.
Ruth Ann Barrow and Carol
Barrow (one of CCHS Beta alu-
mni) sang the song "He".
New members *nitiated pre-
sent for the initiation were:
Chris Aune, Rhonda Black
Vicki Bolen, Freda Brandon,
"Tony& Bucy, Mike •Burchett, Di
ane Burkeen, Teresa Byer'',
Alice Crawford, Jimmy Dodson,
Barbara Dulac, Lyn Dunn, Car-
la Elkins, Vickie Gamble, -Da-
vid Hall, Kathryn Hardie, San-
dra Hargrove, Freddie Higgins,
Kathy Hopkins, Randy Lee, Su-
san McCann, Debbie Miller,
Sherry Mitchell, Gary Mohler,
Sandra Orten, Lisa Perrin, Su-
san Pigg, Tares Roach, Debbie
Rogers, Bobbe Rye, Charlotte
Schoroader, Johnnie Stockciale
Glenda Stubblefield, Patricia
Taber", Billy Usrey, Carla Viet-
k:ns.
New members unable to at-
tend the initiation were: Jan
Brower, Marsha Conley, Rita
Cook, Linda Futrell, Rita Fut-
rell, Mike Moody, Pat Ross, Lin-
da Stubblefield, Kathy Thomp-
son, and Laura Todd.
Refreshmests were served
the school cafeteria after
ceremony.
• • •
Kirksey 4-H Club
Plans Projects
The Kirksey 4-H Club held its
second meeting of the year on
Thursday, November 13, after
school with the president, Su
zette Hughes, presiding.
Diane Rhoades, secretary,
read the minutes Plans were
discussed on buying a new 4-
H flag, and for sending a dona-
tion to the telethon.
The club decided to take gifts
to the patients in the conval-
escent homes. To raise money
for this, the club will have a
bake sale December 6 on the
court square in Murray.
Leaders for the projects were
given to the members. Refresh-
ments were served.
The next meeting will be held
Thursday, December 4. This
will be a work meeting to pre-
pare the things to take to the
convalescent homes.
• • •
Episcopal Women
Meet At Church
The Women of St. John's
Episcopal Church met Monday,
November 17, at the church,
Main and Broach Streets, with
Mrs. Kenneth Wetmore as hos-
tess.
Mrs. Robert Mabry gave a
book review following the open-
ing prayer.
Plans were completed for the
church bazaar held on Saturday,
November 22.
During the social hour re
freshments of pumpkin pie,
cheese, nuts, tea and coffee
were served from the beautiful-
ly appointed table by the boa--
teas.
Those present were Mesdrilk
Wetmore, Mabry, Leonard Whit-
user, Charlie Moore, Jules Har-
court, Phil Weyderier, Louise
Butler, Michael Gardone, and
Mrs. Anna Lee Chinn, mother
)f Mrs Gardone.
The next meeting will be
held Monday, December 15, at
the home of Mrs. Charlie Moore
1658 Ryan Avenue, Murray.
of our
BEST
SELLERS!
ELECTRIC 
DISIIMISIEGENERAL
Last of the 69's to 
come off the 
line—specially
priced to give you 
the biggest 
savings of the year!
fake your choice of top-load port-
ables, front-load portables or built
in models, all at big savings! Why
wait . buy one now! Builton
Soft Food Waste Dispdser elimi-
nates hand rinsing and scraping.
No installation required on portable
models . . . they roll to sink; in.
stant water connection with GE
snap-on Unicouple! Roll away when
not in use.
You'll seldom nee service
on a General [Iattr,c d ish
washer but It's r",,Ce to
"know were nearby
ler
-----------
NO DOWN
PAYMENT!
EASY TERMS!
Na Pre:Rinsing?
No Hand Scraping!
No Messy Filters!
GE Portable Dishwasher with 3-level
washing action, Automatic detergent dis
penserl SALE
PRICED AT
139 
Model
BM 210
Load, Litt Top Rack, Automatic cycle
GE 3-Cycle Portable Dishwasher with
daily loads. pots and pans, china-crystal'
Automatic detergent
dispenser, Automatic Qin
Rinse Glo Injector' 95 NOdSSALE PRICED AT
(Shown at lett
GE 3 cycle Portable Dishwasher with
Front Load convenience Pushbutton se
lection of Daily Loads Pots and Pans
Or China Crystal Cycles
Automatic Detergent
Dispenser. Automatic g ne
Rinse Glo Injector, .Model
SALE PRICED AT
ILBREY'S-
East Main - Murray, Ky.
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By ARMY ARCHERD
'4. Central Press Association
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD — "Some peo-
'lite I've met in this business
escared me they almost made
-irne quit. They could really create
a mental disability! When some-
!one now asks me. 'Are you an
',actor?' I want to be able to
,,,say—'NO! That's just what I
fie for a living'."
., It was new star James Caan
.talking. He's been called "a
new Brando" or a "new Paul
Newman" and he not only looks
them but talks and thinks
deeply as they. And recent-
he's proven his great acting
ability as a mentally-retarded
football player in "The Rain
People." Now in his llth film,
"Rabbit Run," Caan is playing
the difficult title role in the film
veraion of James Updike's best-
seller. And he tells why.
"I've got a lot of 'Rabbit' in
!me. I was a ball player. I was
'married. I had all those feelings
'Rabbit' had. That's why I rec-
ognize 'Rabbit's' honesty. Like
me, he'll tell many people to
drop dead. I feel close to that!
ctually it's a very common
atory, very simple."
• • •
"IT'S an everyday story—but
what do eve know better? You
find yourself with a wife and
you can't do this, must do that,
Can't do the other thing. You
feel like you have to bust out.
You want to run in the wind a
little. However, few people
have that courage, that honesty.
'Rabbit' is a cop out. Yet, he
has courage," Caan says.
Caan admits there were
things about himself he didn't
know or realize until he had
read the book, started to break
down "Rabbit's" personality and
character from the viewpoint of
an actor. In reality, Jimmy
says, people are usually aware
of their own strengths and fail-
ings. However, they are not al-
ways brought up to the surface.
"'Rabbit' is like most kids to-
day," he noted, "They're run-
ning towards a goal but they
don't know what it really is.
" 'Rabbit' doesn't know what
he wants- like so many of us.
He only knows what he does
NOT want. And this negative
attitude applies very much to
so many people today. Partic-
ularly young people. They, like
'Rabbit', know what they DON'T
want, not what they do.
• • •
"ONE thing is certain," he
smiled, "the answer is not in
running!"
From the time he was a child,
Jimmy Cash has been a com-
petitor, played every game there
;onaNeEWmayY OhRa (
ve 
t; hUeP I) very-  y- laY toeteut
systems to control heating, cool-
ing,'humidification and airclean-
ineat the push of a button, so
that your indoor air is as warm,
cool, dry and clean as you want
it.
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was. ''The only thing I haven't
done is to jump out of an air-
plane," tie claims. He has ex-
cellent reflexes, believes himself
naturally blessed.
Caen frankly admits he will
not practice anything too long a
time. Just will not stay with
anything wrong, as he puts it.
It must interest him. He likes
making people laugh, was al-
ways a clown. He says the most
important thing is being happy
and healthy.
Yet, Caan proved his ability
as an actor playing a college
football star, injured, mentally
retarded. It also took a great
deal of acting for him to act
like he was resisting the ad-
vances of Shirley Knight in
"Rabbit." For Caan is one of
the town's most eligible guys
and we've seen him out often
with two dates!
• • •
LIKE Marlon Brando and
Paul Newman, Jimmy Caan is
the thinking man although at
first glance, he too, looks more
like the physical type.
In one scene in "Rabbit Run,"
Jimmy gets a chance to show
his ability as a golfer when he
tees off with a minister (played
by Arthur Hill).
"When I ('Rabbit') hit that
ball and see it go straight out
in the air, I say "That's what
it's all about. There's a purity,
a cleanliness that gives you a
lift.
"'Rabbit' is the conscience of
most people. He is what so
many people would like to be,
does what so many people would
like to do."
As a result of this role, Caan
believes he'll treat acting far
more realistically. And he'll
treat life more happily. "A
couple of roles—and people—
made me sick before. It won't
ever happen again."
Sounds like this is one role
he should have paid the studio
to let him play!
important dimension of total
home comfort. When odors
linger and accumill-ifr they cre-
ate a stuffy, oppressive atmos-
phere.' ,
Consumer surveys indicate a
strong interest „in devices that
will rid the house of cooking,
smoking or bathroom odors and
substitute a "fresh and clean"
smell. Housewives ineiklioji„as
particularly Objectionable the
Also. . . Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish -
Country Ham - Steaks
smell of cooking csbbage or
bashcricmcip, smoke,burn 
burnt meat,
aIs uanied in-
secticides, a _paint, diapers, .medi-
cine-iind jperspiration.
Through the years relief has
been provided by such innova-
tions as yerfum,_ incense, open 
wiiidows or kitchen and bath-
room ventilators. One popular
antidote is the stray can of
"room deodorant,, on which
about $20 million a year is
spent by shoppers.
Modern way
A modern way. to eliminate
Odorti is By •&)ditleViCliOti,"whic
 means the chemically neutraliz-
ing of odors.
Such an odor control system
looks like a portable radio and
can he installed in the duct-
work of a central heating unit
or mounted on a wall.
The unit disperses a special
odor counteractant that can al-
ter the structure of odor mole-
cules' much as colors can be
mixed to form completely dif-
ferent colors, explain scientists
at Honeywell, designer of the
system. The effect is to "can-
cel" the offending odor before
it has a chance to annoy.
The system is simple to
operate. A housewife about to
boil shrimp for dinner simply
flips a switch on a remote con-
trol panel. This activates a fan
inside the unit which begins
spreading counteractant
'throughout the home. The s'
tern can be set at normal, which
keeps a low level of counter-
actant circulating conthluously,
or switched to high to handle
critical situations like burning
00000I11._
We are celebrating our Nineteenth
Year in business beginning today
thni Saturday. A group from our
regular stock of Famous Brand
Women's Wear has been reduced
to bring savings from 25% up to
50%!
A small deposit holds in layaway until the Holidays, so
buy now and save! Be sure to come in and register for
Free Gift Certificate to be given away now thru Saturday.
GiEMMIE-JORDAN -PSEIOPPE
CAIRO (UPI)-The !Ther
Canal is 100 years old this ),ar,
but it was not the first cans so
the site.
Two thousand years bei
C.hrist, according to some anc ,nt
accounts, the 'Pharaoh Sesixtri,
first linked the Mediterran,Iii
and Red Seas, constnictifli. a
canal from a tributary on he
Nile Delta to the Gulf of
The Greek historan
lierodutus, however, said the
Pharaoh Necho, who reigned
seven centuries before Christ,
actually was the father of the
first canal. More than 120,000
slaves died in constructing the
channel "four days journey in
length, and wide enough for two
armies abreast," HerodotUti
wrote. 
Necho apparently never quite
finished the construction, which
was left to the early Ptolemies.
In following years, conquerers
and rulers neglected and then
restored the waterway. Cleo-
patra, fleeing after the Battle of
Actium, found the canal un-
usable for her fleet.
The Emperor Trajan rev iv , d
it. But under the Christians it
again fell into disuse. The Ar,,b
invaders of the seventh century.
A.D. again restored the canal,
but during the eighth century it
was filled in.
Napoleon dreamed of cutting
a new canal across the isthmus
but it was another Frenchman,
Ferdinand de Lessens, a sophis-
ticated diplomat, who became
its modern creator.
Seven years before he was
able to begin work in 1859 and
17 years before the canal was
opened, de Lesseps admitted
"My venture is still in the clouds,
and I don't deny that as I alone
think it is possible, it may prove
to be impossible.?
Britain opposed
Britain, which, ironically, was
• become the-chief beneficiary
and stockholder in the canal, was-
de Lesseps' biggest adversary.
Britain feared such a prject,
feeling-Egypt-1i under
French" control, jeopardizing
Britain's overland route from
Europe to India.
De Lesseps, however, had the
support of the Egyptian vicerq,
Said Pasha, whom he exhortell;
"The names of those Egypti
sovereigns who,Aridt- use--py
, 'those monuntents
humaviiiride, are forgotten. The
name of the prince who iens
blessed from century to ceritur
until the end of time."
The huge financial support
Oven to the canal by Said and
his successor, Ismail, eventually
was to plunge' Egypt into bank-
ruptcy and foreign domination.
Work began on the canal
April 25, 1859, on what is now
the city of Port Said. After the
first sod of earth was turned,
according to one observer, 150
Egyptian workers present then
"set to work wth ardor, under
the direction o the contractor
and the forenan of works."
In the comil 10 years work-
men would coiplain: "We, live
like dogs," and contractors
griped contirgail.v about short-
ages of men And materials. He-
arn them however. 
men a month,
echanical dredg-
oved 75 million
f earth, including
rs by hand.
cost $90 million,
ouble the original
force of 25
aided by ne.
ing giants,
cubic metes
15 million ad
The ear)
more thar
estimate.
Two iqics before the wand
opening. Nov. 17, 1860, a
final alms curved when a slab
of yn.)lI discovered in the
bed of canal, necessitating
underva dynamiting the first
time ii. ng under the water
had esr n attempted.
DEFENDS JUNTAS — Appear-
ing before the Senate For-
eign Relations Subcommittee
in Washington, Gov. Nelson
A. Rockefeller of New York,
who recently toured Latin
America for President Nix-
on, defends military juntas
in Latin Americarn111 goy:"
ernor declared the juntas
wek becoming forces for so-
cial change and, in many
cases, were the only alterna-
tive to "anarchy and clnictaas"
Other canals
were there
before Suez
3RD MARINES PHASED OUT OF VIETNAM--The last contingent of the 3rd Marine Division,
the first full U.S. division to arrive in Vietnam, lays out equipment for final inspection at
Da Nang, South Vietnam, before departure aboard the U.S.S.Tripoli. They left under
President NiVon's "second phase" withdrawal. The division lost 5,000 killed in action.
Romney asks more
housing for the poor
By NORMAN KEMPSTER
WASHINGTON (UPI) -
Housing Secretary George
Romney says the federal gov-
eminent has subsidized the
home purchases of millions of
middle and upper income Amer-
icans but has done too little to
provide decent houses for the
poor.
The secretary hopes to drum
up public support for new pro-
grams to house the disadvan-
taged by reminding the affluent
of the benefits they have re-
ceived from government policy.
-The people who have bene-
fitted by national housing pol-
icy in the main are•not even
aware that they have had any
help from public sonrces;" Rom-
ney. said. 'And thus they tend
to resent the idea that public
money - their tax money -
being used to help the disad
vantaged and the minority
groups to meet their housin
needs."
The appeal, voiced in a finger
pointing emotional speech at th
dedication of a new building f
the Federal National Mortga
•Associntion,-took on a mission
ary quality'.
Romney said the association,
the great maritime canal will be ta government-sponsored private
corporation that pumps funds
into FHA and VA mortgages,
was partly responsible for mov-
ing the affluent to the suburbs
and stranding the poor in core
city slums. He said FHA was
even more directly responsible.
"There isn't any question but
that the public policy that
created FHA - contributed to
the building of a great deal of
needed housing particularly for
middle income families," Rom-
ney said.
"But at the sanie time this
took place in a social frame-
work that resulted in this hous-
ing being located in the sub-
urban communities...with a re-
sult that we now have a heavy
concentration of low and mod-
erate income families in our core
cities and the middle income
and better off families in the
surrounding communities."
Surprise's many
The former Michigan gover-
nor and auto executive said the
suggestion that the affluent are
living in subsidized housing
comes as a surprise to many of
them. -
He said he referred to such
direct help as FHA and VA
mortgage guarantees. But even
more of a subsidy, he said, is the
income tax deduction permitted
intriat pay
erty taxes.
The average homeowner may
deduct on his tax return much
of his monthly mortgage pay-
ment while a tenant can receive
no similar deduction for his rent
payment. -
In the eadv years of a loa,,.
in relation to the total liayment,
the homeowner can deduct vir-
tually all his payments for his
housing.
"Most American families are
well housed today," Romney
said. "They live under pleasant
circumstances. But a minority -
and this includes the (racial)
minority groups - live under
deplorable conditions in these
impoverished core cities."
Romney made it plain his
department wants to provide
"pleasant circumstances" for the
poor as well as the affluent. He
indicated that the old style pub-
lic housing without air condi-
7 MAJOR REASONS WHY
THIS 23" CONSOLE
IS COLOR TV'S
GREATEST VALUE!
P Afir 1. Zenith's Exclusive Color
Commander
2. Zenith's Exclusive Titan 80 Handcrafted Chassis
3. Zenith's Exclusive Chromatic Brain
4. Zenith's Super Video Range 82 Channel Tuner
5. Zenith's Exclusive Gyro-Drive UHF Channel Selector ,
6. Zenith Fine-Furniture Cabinetry e
7. Pre-Christmas Special Low Price 4.
• Just
Enlarging room
with decoration
NEW YORK (UPI)
There are two ways of enlarging
A small kitchen or bathroom --
physically and decoratively.
More often than not, a physi-
cal enlargement of these rooms
will be difficult because of lack
of space or budget limitations
Decorative enlargement, how-
ever, involves simply resafaciiu:
the walls and floors in light
colors and striped patterns.
The light colors will make
the room appear more spacious
than it really is and the striped'
patterns will make walls and
floors seem longer and wider,
says the Tile Council of Ameri-
ca.
Pupils listen in
on fish talking
NEW-a-ORK (U-PI) - - The
sponsor of a television program
used phonog,raph records to get
science teachers to interest their
students in underwater explora-
tion and at the same time helped
build its national audience.
The recording, titled "Voices
of the. was-sent-by Arm-
when
Deepii" 
mtereat paw sarants arm taittlra
'itirn7eG""rij.rsea World of YtIv4ges'
Cousteau, to thousands of teach-
ers for use in the classroom. I
introduced children to ocean-
ology' by letting them hear how
fish communicate. The sounds
ranged from those made by dol-
fin and whales to shelled
creatures like crabs and lobsters
Alaskan fur trappers now
check theit traplines by snow
mobile.
tioning, closet doors or often
toilet seats is no longer good
enough.
BOSTON (UPI) - Since
Joe Sheraton-Boston 'opened
four years ago it has served
84,636 fifths of scotch and
32,676 quarts of bourbon. But
milk has them both beat --
174,720 gallons.
Keeps six to eight weeks on
the shelf! Stores better und-
er refrigeration.
Foil Lined Carton to
Insure Freshness
After once opened, its life
is the same as regular Half
and Half.
The best in Giant Screen TV brightness and reliabili
can be yours in the Adair contemporary styled
compact console.
A&A, FEATURING
%0 OMR
SIMPLIFIED COLOR CONTROL
The Adair Model 52980W
295 Sq. In, Rectangular Picture
MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE ,
MODER% T.V. SERVICE tEPARTMENT”
NORTH SIDE SHOPPING CENTER 153-2511
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UNCLE JEFF'S
SAFE-T
DISCOUNT PHARMACY
9-9 Mon.-Sat. 12:30-4:30 Sunday
Shop
and
Compare
Everyone Has
Has Tried To kat
Our Prices
Come See Why We
Are Fling More
Pies criptions Everyday
let Us Prove Our
Prices Lower
- Want Expert
Camera Advice?
Let Us Help You
Take Better
Pictures
Murray's Only
Complete Camera
ompar Shop
INSULIN led(
SALE
1U-40 69C CLEANSER
111-801.61P 1 47
STRAIGHT FROM SANTa PACK
Shop
$47g
BAS-KET
Real Basketball
in Min.
Color Film
E1x2p ROLL $299
PROCESSING AND PRINTS
:p SLIDES $157
PROCESSED 8. MOUNTED
No Postage
No Waiting
For The Postman
Brina Your Film To Us!
BIG SWINGER
Uses
Film
Pack
107
Our
Reg
$2495
USE
UNCLE JEFF'S
EASY
LAY-AWAY
Polaroid TYPE 1"
COLOR FILM
3.88
No Limit!
Electromic SUPER FLASH
BATTERY-
POWERED
n Controlled
FLYING MODEL
Takes off under its ovra power at the
touch of the button_ Can easily be
controlled to do loops, figure eights.
Batteries not inciuded. 1311/EFOS
Swingy
DOLL
JUST IN
TIME FOR
CHRISTMAS
ONLY
 
)1 588
POLAROID
CAMERAS
Model 320 4388
Model 330 6388
CX 126 - 12
Color Film
86
HOT WHEELS
89t
1 ,....„-- STUNTACTION SET1
1
4 
1SANTA CLAUS Is Col mpinmg To5Upn.cmle 61effp:ms .Than9kspgmiving Day
twituff4 tth4 ww4 tvict am WilliVAttKOMEIMWAittlAiWI4 WA Q4,4%1446414 atitiEkhkkkliCEVAWAtkhkelli4Ettit tkilk %KW allk WA tkheak$14 Etlik WA tW40:$14 EVA W4W441:014EAKtk$440414 EteWttifittk4
3.99
YOU WANT CHRIS
SPECIALS HERE TH
MEET THE SWINGER
fTieriiiiriew 36's
AlkaSeltzer
Plus COLD
TANGEE
DUSTING
POWDER
5:R $100390
TABLETS
REG. 98c
VITALIS
POLAROID
SWINGER
CAMERA
reg.
$19.95
$795
KODAK
INSTAMATIC 44
reg. $995 SA19
I 1.
HAIR TONIC290
Reg. 87c
4 Oz.
GET A
CLOSE,
FAST,
COMFORTABLE
SHAVE NOW!
A / NEW ,
r --Afore/cc"' -
FLIP-TOP ;
SPEEDSHAVEV
20 !
CHRISTMASBOWS
NOT 
2 
490
Moms Thermo Knit
UNDERWA RE drawersShirt or
Sizes 5.M.L & Extra Large Each
PAGE
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Ladies
ARTY H
olors :
Sizes 34-36 Prices From sr4c,
HUNTING COATS Sizes 48 -
Brown & O.D. Prices From $11.88
Brown & 0. D.
Hunting 34-44 $688
PANTS sc48Sizes 46-54 u
miles Ou
DUSTEI
Id & Pr
Hi
HATS
CHRISTMAS
PAPER OR FOIL
6 ROLLS 60 t
HAI KARATE
AFTER SHAVE
4 Oz.
Reg. 51.50
16c
reg. $19”
$12"
SANTA CU
comll
UNCLE JEFF''
THANKSOIVING
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HEY ARE
BOWS
490  
or
rs $118
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From S848
Sizes 48 -
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ALKA SELTEU
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14.0" 1'1141'1!" 1111 t 1
STEEL UTILITY TABLE
with
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
outlet
3" high with 3
sturdy shelves. 1
way electrical
socket. 15" x 20"
top. Rolls easily
on casters. White,
yellow or red.
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Ladies Sizes S.M.L
ANTY HOSE 2$1N
Colors: Taupe Cinnamon eels 
..adies Quilt Prices From •
DUSTERS $388-$688& Prints Sizes SALL
)•3444 
$688
s 46-54%48
Hunting
HATS & CAPS Priced From S ip
UNCLE JEFF WILL
BE OPEN THANKS-
GIVING DAY
9 A.M. TO 9 P.M.
Santo Will Be'At
UNCLE JEFF's
From
1 p.m. to3 p.m. and
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
,iiiiiiii11111111111111111111111
$31111.1
DECORATIVE
ROOM SHELVING
c)
$5.41
ll
WINCHESTER SHOT GUNS
WINCHESTER  $116.27 I
WINCHESTER  $134 91
WINCHESTER   $31.17
WINCHESTER  92.41
WINCHESTER  $101.27
WINCHESTER RIFLE BUFFALO BILL 3°3° $99.11/
WINCHESTER $119.95
$12.00 i
$35.50 t
 WELLINGT
r
Ss 81
3
MODEL -100 C ALIBER- 243-
ELECTRIC HEATER
240 VOLT 3000 WATTS
WITH 5 Yr.
GUARANTEE
$2 97
AUTOMATIC INSTANT
HEATER $12.97OLT
TA IIEJS1.1 NALL SIZ 
OPEN
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Monday thru Sat.
12:30 to 6:30
Sundays
OPEN
9 - 9 THANKSGIVING DAY
1400 ALL GAUGES PLAIN BARRELL
1400 VENTELATED RIB ALL GAUGES
SINGLE BARR ELL ALL GAUGE
1200 PUMP GUN PLAIN BARRELL ALL GAUGES
1200 VENELATED RIB
CENTINNIAL
MARLIN -MARLIN  3.9A AUTOMATIC 22 CALIBER
MARLIN ENFIELD 75 22 CALIBERWITH SCOPE
HAND GUNS & AMMUNITION AT LOWEST
DISCOUNT PRICES
45 PC. SET
MELAMINE
DINNER
WARE
$6"
DUPONT TEFLON II
A vo CA5Ki
HAR-VES'r•SCRATCH RESISTANT
GOLD *NO STICK
7 PIECE 4NOSCOUR
SET
DOOR MIRROR
1 DECORATIVE
HIGH STYLE
FRAME
0
447
20 GALLON
ANTA CLAUS GARBAGE CANIS COMING
T
UNCLE JEFF'S
HANKSGIVING DAY
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$3.67 0 $22.51 
STEAM & DRY
IRON
$171
CHILD'S WESTERN
BOOT
$399
• Comfortable
• Various Colors
• Good Buy
BOYS' SHOE
x SALE
2 Pair
FOR
$A00
1
• Good
Wearing
• Excellent
Value
97c
LADIES' g
HOUSESIIPPERS
to $249
• Assorted
Styles
• Various
Colors
BATHROOM SCALES
WHITE PINK GOLD
REG. $5.49
3
Reg. $5.95 - $2.97 g
LEAF RAKES c 3
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Williams To Serve
New Jersey Church
Rev. Charles Ernest Williams,
nas accepted e call from the
aoopecation of the We Trent-
Al United Presbyterian Church
in Trenton, New Jersey. He
will be installed se the new
paetor of the church at special
services to be held next Sunday
evening.
A native of Paris, Tennessee,
Williams is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. Percy Williams, 111
Greenacres Drive. He is a grad
uate of Grove High School and
Murray State University.
Williams is a brother of
James C. Williams of Murray
and was formerly employed on
the Ledger and Times.
A graduate of Princeton
Theological Seminary, Williams
has been taking post graduate
work for the past two years, for
the Doctor of Theology degree
and completed the requirements
in the early fall. The degree will
be conferred at Princeton at the
end of the next term.
Rev. Williams, his wife, Agnes
and their two children, Lillian
and Charles, have been living in
Lawrenceville, N. J., during the
past seven years while he has
been in attendance, at Princeton
Theological Seminary. They will
continue to live in Lawrenceville
for several weeks until the
Trenton manse, which is being
redecorated, is ready for oc-
cupancy. They hope to move into
their new home before the
Christmas holidays.
The West Trenton Church will
be Rev. Williams' first pastorate.
He entered Murray State College
in 1959, where he received his
Today's
Stock Market
NEW YORK (UPI)—The
market opened mixed today in
moderate turnover.
Despite an unsettling news
background, which includes
concern over tight monetary
policy, the prolonged deadlock
on the Vietnam peace issue,
and a depressed bond market,
many analysts are convinced
that a rally is not too ter off.
The !Aback on Moneety was the
market's 10th in a row, and
analysts believe the next move
could be forward, if only for
technical purposes.
Shortly after the opening, the
UPI marketwide indicator was
off 0.01 per cent on 324 issues
crossing the tape. There were
118 declines, and 99 advances.
Electronics and chemicals
were mixed. So were oils. Rails
showed slight weakness.
Control Data edged up 14 to
110-8, while National Cash
Register gained 1,2 to 140.
Motorola picked up 1 2 to 136%,
but Magnavox dipped 1 8 to
38¼. Westinghouse lost 14 to
et's. RCA and Litton were
unchanged at 38,,  and 507e,
respectively.
Du Pont eased 1,2 to 1091/2
among the chemicals, tut
Union Carbide rose i s to 391.4
and Dow 1 2 to 69.
Southern Pacific dipped le to
33% in the rails, while Ford
lost % to 421e in the automotive
gronp. General Motors gave up
78 to 73. Chrysler and American
Motors were unchanged at 361/4
and 1012 in that order.
In the steels, U.S. Steel
moved up Is to 35%, with
Bethlehem up a like amount to
Ernest Williams
Bachelor's Degree in 1962. He
entered Princeton Theological
Seminary in the fall of 1962, and
was graduated with honors in
1965. He was appointed a
Presbyterian Graduate Fellow
for post graduate study, which
included a study grant from the
United Presbyterian Church
board of Christian Education and
Council on Theological
Education. During his post
graduate study period he has
assisted the pastor of a church in
Bloomfield and in various other
New Jersey communities.
Williams was ordained a
Presbyterian minister at his
home church, First United
Presbyterian Church of Paris in
July, 1965.
He served in the U.S. Army
before his college days and was
stationed at Governor's Island,
N. Y., when he met his wife, the
former Agnes Nesbitt. She is the
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Ralph
Nesbitt, of Larchmont, N. Y. Her
father is former associate
minister of the Fifth Avenue
Presbyterian Church in New
York.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal St3te Market News
Service 11-25-'69 Kentucky Pur-
chase Area Ike Market Report'
Includes "10 Buying Stations.
Recelpts 898 Heed, Barrows and
Gilts 50 cents Higher; Sows,
Steady to 25 cents Higher.
US 2-3 200-240 lbs $26.00-26.50.
Few 1-2 $27.00,
US 2-4 190-240 lbs $25.50-26.00;
US 2-4 240-260 lbs $25.00-25.50;
US 3-4 260-280 Ibis $24.50-25.00;
SOWS:
US 1-2 2'70-350 lbs p21.50-22.50:
US 1-3 300-650 lbs $20.50-21 50;
US 2-3 450-650 lbs $19.75-20.50.
Community
(Continued From Page 1)
ian Church will present a solo.
The service is open, and the
public is invitee and encourag-
ed to participate in this ser-
vice of thankfulness.
THE
Senate To
. (Continued From Page 1)
Lax in 1913 — opened Monday,
liberals were caught off guard
by an attempt for a whopping
$18 billion tax cut as well as
the $9 billion tax cuts granted
in the bill as it was molded in
committee.
Sen. James B. Allen, D-Ale,
proposed doubling to $1,200 the
present $600 personal exemp-
tion which applies to every tax-
payer and each of his depend-
ents. This wuuld reduce federal
revenue by $18 billion.
Liberals, led by Sen. Albert
Gore, D-Tenn., want to increase
the exemption to $1,000 — a
step which would cut revenues
by $12 billion — in place of
most of the tax cuts in the bill
Warns Of Veto
Allen was defeated 46 to 13
after acting Republican leader
Robert P Griffin, Mich., warn-
ed that Nixon would veto a
measure that gave away a total
of $27 billion while taking in
only $7 billion.
Sen. John J. Williams, R-Del.,
lost on two attempts to tighten
up tax treatment of the oil and
minerals industry.
The amount of oil depletion
allowance oil firms can take is
limited by present law to no
more than 50 per cent of a
firm's net profits. In cutting the
allowance from 27.5 to 23 per
cent, the , finance committee
decided to raise that 50 per
cent ceiling to 65 per cent for
companies with less than
million in gross income. This
would be a $10 million break
for wildcatters.
Williams' amendment restor-
ing the 50 per cent ceiling for I
all firms was defeated 34 to 26.
He lost 37 to 23 on another
move to restore the 50 per cent
ceiling on the depletion allow-
ance panted miners of gold,
silverand copper. The commit-
tee bill raises it to 70 per cent,
a move which Williams called 3
new and unjustified loophole.
New church magazine
RICHMOND, Va. (UPI) -
Representatives of the Church
and Societi -agencies-Orthe Pres-
byterian Church in the United
States and the United Presby-
--Church- -have- announced
plans to publish jointly a new
magazine entitled Church and
Society.
According to spokesmen, the-
new magazine will continue the
60-year history of the United
ereebetertzne 'Serial Progress,
arid will be edited by ,the staff
of the two agencies. Tehrative
publiatiori date for the new
magazine is January, 1970.
281/8.
Getty slid 14 to 51 in the cas,
with Atlantic Richfield down 1/s
to 95% . Jersey Standard also
dropped 1,41 to 613,4 on a block of
12,600 shares. But sell added
1,4 to 5014 .
* * *
Old Pew
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
oldest pew to be used regularly
by U.S. presidents will be on
display at the National Presby-
terian- Church in Washington,
D.C. when completed in early
1970. Presidents Jackson, Pierce,
Polk, Cleveland and Buchanan
used this particular pew. A
total of 17 presidents were as-
signed pews in the historic
Capital church.
* *
Considine wins
Catholic award
YORK (UPI)
Columnist Bob Considine has
been named winner of the 1969
Catholic institute of the Press'
Richard Reid Award. The a-
ward, given annually in memory
of Richard Reid, late editor of
The Catholic News, is made to
a UP member who has die,
tinguislId himself in the corn
munications field and contribu
ted generously of his time and
talent to civic arid 4.orrimunity
activities,
— ATTENTION —
Livestock Producers
BETTER HOG PRICES
COME TO MURRAY
Reelfoot Packing Co.. in conjunction with the Mur-
ray Livestock Co. are offering improved prices
through the Merit System of buying hogs.
A REELFOOT REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE IN
MURRAY ON MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS AND
FRIDAYS TO ASSIST THE LOCAL BUYERS
The buying power of Reelfoot and the facilities of
Murray Livestock Co. will give the livestock in-
dustry of this area a strong boost. We need your
business and support and invite you to call 753-
5334 for top hog quotations
Prices Paid Todat for Top Hogs
Gradirw No. 3 No. 2 No. 1
'25.75 '26.00 '26.50
Contract Awarded,
Barkley Construction
--- —
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov.
Louie B. Nunn announced Moo. 
daythe award of contracts for
construction of nine vacation
cottages at Lake Barkley State
Park, Cadiz, and the remodel-
ing of Cell House No. 3 at Ken-
tucky State Penitentiary, Ed-
dyville.
The contract for the cottages
went to L & T Construction
Inc. Grand Rivers, Ky., on its
low bid of $239,000, which was
$29,280 below the arehitect's es-
timate.
The cottages are to be (den-
ties.! with about 1,024 square
feet of floor space each plus
balcony and porch. The intee-
ior
.
 space will consist of a liv-
ing room, dining room, kitchen,
bathroom and two bedrooms.
An exterior sewer line will
serve all nine. Completion date
is Sept. 27, 1970.
The Eisen Co ruction Corn
pany Inc. of Paducah, received
the contract for remodeling
Cell House No 3 at the peni-
tentiary for use as a psychiatric
unit. Its bid was $108,960, or
$15,489 below the cost esti-
mate. The project, including
conversion of existing yard in-
to a workshop, is to be com-
pleted by June 22, 1970.
School Of
(Continued From Pa" 1)
Morton, and "Christian Dialo
ue," taught by the Rev- Ste
phen Musk.
The Rev. Robert Bluebell
the Rev. Charles Moffett were
the leaders for the Senior High
section. Junior High leaders
were the Rev William Porter
and Doug Bruce.
Directors of the School were
Mrs. James Kline and Mrs.
James Rudy Allbritten.
Refreshments each Sunday
evening were provided by one
of the sponsoring Congrega-
tions.
The sessions began on Sun-
day, October 19, and were held
for one hour and ,e half each
Sunday evening in First Unit-
ed Methodist Church. There was
SPLASHDOWN....
(Continued From Paige 1)
Lain Bean. Congratulations."
Pinpoint Landless
In Houston, space agency of-
ficials waited anxiously to dis-
cuss Conrad's pinpoint landing
with him. He put Intrepid
clown close enough to the land-
ing site of Surveyor 3 for he
and Bean to retrieve parts from
the spacecraft
But he radioed from space it
"took every bit of knowledge I
had to get that baby down there
in the right place." That puzzl-
ed officials who were not sure
of his exact meaning.
-I think that is going to
really give us the clue as to
what we can do in the next
flight and the flights to come,"
Kraft said.
Beginning with Apollo 13,
scheduled for launch in March,
the space agency hopes to fly
into the rugged hilly and high-
land areas of the moon. These
areas are considered more sci-
entifically interesting.
Apollo 12 slammed hack into
the earth's atmosphere at 24,-
600 miles an hour, spent an
eerie three and one-half mi-
nutes out of radio contact with
he ground and fell into the
ocean, rolling upside down. The
astronauts quickly inflated
three brown and yellow bal-
loons on the top of the craft
and popped it upright.
"Everybody's okay," Gordon
radioed,
At 4:40 p.m. EST, Conrad,
followed by Gordon and Bean,
stepped from the tossing space-
ship into life rafts nearby.
Helicopter No. 66, which has
recovered astronauts from all
the moon missions, picked them
up in a net, three miles from
the Hornet, and carried them to
the deck of the recovery ship,
stea.ming a little more than 400
miles southeast of Pago Pago,
American Samoa.
In the mission control room
at the spice center in Houston,
a huge sign flashed on the
television screen at the front of
the room
"Fly NASA — we always get
you there and back."
an attendance of 101 for the
six Sundays.
Planning will soon be under 1.utherSOtErglelOt
way for the nest year's School.
Lynn Grove ,
Honor Roll :4
Is Released
The honor roll for the second
six weeks at Lynn Grove Ele-
mentary School has been re-
leased.
4th Grade — Ronny Arm-
strong, Theresa Barger, Tammy
realhoun, Denise Howard, Mika
Howard, Kim Kemp, Cindy Las-
siter, Tammy Miller, Garry Mor-
ris, Joe Beal Orr, Steve Sills,
Alesa Walker.
9th Grade — Donna Adams,
Tom Brower, Gay Howard, Ran-
dy Hutchens, Gail Smotherman,
Pam Todd, Sammy Tucker.
6th Grade — Pat Adams,
Stanley Anderson, Cindy Bai-
ley, Kathy Calhoon, Kathy Jack-
soe, Don McCuiston, Lisa Rog-
ers, Regina Windsor.
7th Grade — Mark Adams,
Betty Armstrong, Donna Barg-
r, Matt Brower, Vicky Butter-
worth, Mack Harris, Jeffrey
Key, LaRhea Miller, Thomas
Murdock, Don Nance, Marketia
Orr, Ralph Rogers, Cindy Rol-
ler, Tern Sills, Jimmy Dale
Thomasson, Danna Tucker, An-
thony Webb •
8th Grade — Janet Deering,
Debra Elkins, Vera Herndon,
Greg Howard, Dennis Morris,
Zandra Morris, June Murdock,
Randy Redden, Terry Sheridan,
Melia Spann, and Melinda Tay-
lor.
LUND, Sweden (UPI) - A
fourth International Congress
for Luther Research will be held
in St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 22-27.
1971.
The meeting will bring to-
ether over 100 Luther scho-
lars - Lutherans, Romas.Catho-
lics, and representativ& of a
wide range of other confessions
and viewpoints. The representa-
tives also will include secular
historians of the. Reformation
and the medieval and renais-
sance periods.
* * *
Baptist women
give generously
VALLEY FORGE, Pa. (UPI)-
More than SI million was con-
tributed in 1
organizations
the American
tion.
Women con
than $676,000 to
an over-and-above
tribution to the
Program of the A
tist Convention.
White Cross progr
was contributed for
new material, an
Other projects were
scholarship aid and
special family planni
Food for Asia
NEW YORK (1
The Board of Directors
theran World Relief h
marked nearly 25,000
food and more than
for Asia and the Middle
by women's
14 states of
ptist Conven-
ibuted more
he Love Gift,
mancial con-
asic Mission
erican Bap-
hrough the
,$22,000
ash quotas,
shipping.
61,406 in
,704 in a
project.
Lis-
ear-
-of
000
ast.
'TOYOTA'S TAPER DliNTAL -- The latest product of Toyota'. continuous progr am of
engineering innovation, the u-.tn is currently on display at the Tokyo Motor Show.
Asseinbled at Toyota'. ftesearch-Oesign Canter in Toyota City, Japan, the is
styled for the increased sat •ty and comfort that tomorrow's high-speed travel will
demand. Toyota executives have announced no plans for production of the £5-SIX.
Five Murray Girls
Pledge Sorority
Five Murray State University
students from the Murray area
have been accepted as pledges
of Alpha Sigma Alpha social
sorority.
Olivia Ann Cook, Conna
Jones, Marcia Hayes, Paula
Owen, and alesia Gail Smith
are among the 34 pledges this
semester.
Miss Cook, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. S. F. Cook of 726 Fair-
lane Drive, is a freshman maj-
cring in business education.
She is an officer of the Junior
Panhellenic Council.
Serving as vice-president of
the pledge class is Miss Jones,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Don-
ald E. Jones of 1608 Keeneland
Drive. She is a freshman maj.
oring in elementary education.
She is also a member of the
Association for Childhood Edu-
cation.
Miss Hayes, a freshman ma-
joring in speech and English,
is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
James T. Hayes of 1605 Bel-
mont Drive.
Miss Owen, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth J. Owen of
203 South 11th, is philanthropic
chairman of the pledge class.
She is a freshman English and
a'rench major.
Miss Smith Is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James Rene,
Smith of RouW2 She "fii a
freshman majoring in business.
Serving as pledge class secre-
tary, she is also a member of
Alpha Lamhda Delta women's
honorary society.
Meeting Held, Drug
Education Group
The Calloway County Drug
Education Committee met o n
Tuesday, November 18 in the
conference room of the Mur-
ray-Calloway County Hospital.
Representatives from the Ki-
wanis, Rotary, Woman's Club,
Calloway County Medical Auxi-
liary and Murray State Univer-
sity, viewed the film "Drugs
and the Nervous System" shown
by the chairman Willard Ails,
pharmacist at the Murray Callo-
way County Hospital.
The group discussed the film
and current abuse problems
with drugs.
The next meeting is schedul
ed for Tuesday night, Decem-
ber 2, at 7:00 p.m. in the confer-
ence room of the Murray-Callo-
way County Hospital.
Mission Field
Secretiry named
VALLEY FORGE, Pa. (UPI)-
Miss Elizabeth Chambers has
been named interim field secre-
tary for the Philippine Baptist
Mission. Miss Chambers, a mis-
sionary of the American Baptist
Foreign Mission Society, will
continue as head librarian for
the Central Philippine University
in Lloile City.
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Education To Be
Subject Of Area
Development Meet
William Black, chairman of
the Paducah Board of
Education, will be the principal
speaker at the Pennyrile-
-Purchase District Agency
Development Committee
meeting Monday at Ken-Bar Inn.
Quality education in Western
Kentucky is a recognized need,
according to Joel Ellington of
Mayfield, chairman of the
multi-county organization, and
has been selected as the theme
for the quarterly meeting.
Quality education at different
levels will be discussed by James
A. Traylor, principal of Paducah
Tilghman High School; Mrs.
Edna Quarles, acting
superintendent of the
McCracken County Schools; Bill
Reed, Murray State University,
and Bill Hatley, director of the
Madisonville Vocational School
"How We See Education
Programs In Our Area'. will be
the topic of &panel discunion to
be bed by Mn. Frank Kolb,
Mayfield, district PTA Council
representative. Other panel
members include Rita Jo
Blackburn, Paducah Community
College; Mrs. Martha Dell
Sanders, Paducah school system;
Dr. Thomas Riley, Hopkinsville
Community College; Val
Winston, Pennwalt Corp., and
Sen. Carroll Hubbard Jr.,
Mayfield.
Reed Conder, superintendent
Letter To Editor
Dear Jim:
The Murray Lions Club had a
very successful light bulb sale
this year and much of that suc-
cess can be attributed to the
publicity you gave us. I cer-
tainly appreciate this and want
you to know how grateful all
of us are in the Murray Lions
Club.
I also would like to thank the
merchants and the citizenry of
Murray for their fine response
to the sale, and Boone Laun-
dry for the use of their build-
ing.
Warmest regards,
Z. C Enix, pres.
Murray Lions Club
of Marshall County schools, will
address the development
committee on supporting quality
education.
The program begins at 9 a.m.
Monday and will adjourn at 2:30
p.m.
The development committee,
involving federal and stair,
government agencies in
17-county area, extends ani
im eation to attend to others'
interested in improving the
quality of education. •
Retreat scheduled
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (UPI)--
The 13th annual Assemblies of
God servicemen's religious re-
treat will. be held in
Berchtesgaden, Germany, Nov.
3-7.
More than WO servicemen
nd their dependents, represent-
ng various denominations, are
xpected attend the retreat.
Hayden Youth
Swallows Lye
At Home Friday
Rodney Hayden,
of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
of the Fancy Farm coma
is in improved condition after
swallowing lye at the Hayden
home Friday afternoon.
A spokesman said today the ,
Hayden youth, approximately e
18 months old, is in improved
condition at Vanderbilt Hospital e
in Nashville after being s
transferred from Community
Hospital here Sunday.
The child reportedly 43
swallowed a portion of "merry A,
war lye" about 6:30 p.m. 4
Friday. Following emergency .
treatment at Community
Hospital in Mayfield, the victim
was transferred to the Nashville
hospital.
Although the child
apparently remains in serious
condition, the spokesman Said
some improvement in Its
condition was noted late
'Sunday.
hi
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PECIAL S
1%9 MODELS
ONLY 2 LEFT
Up To 30 Miles Per Gallon!
Corolla 2-Door Sedan — — — $1,650
Fully equipped, whitewall tires, tinted glass.
Hilux 1/2-Ton Pickup — — — — $1,795
4-ply tires, 115.5 cu. in. engine.
Also See
THE NEW 70'S 9
Toyotai - Mercurys - GMC , • , v,1,3
Hatcher Auto obE
Sales
515 So. 12th
- at -
Murray, Ky.
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4-Coloring
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9-Period of time
12-Time gene by
13-Bury
14-F'oern
1$. Fondled
17-Handles
19-Pronoun
20-Lawful
21-Hurried
23-Deface
24 Strain for breath
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28-Container
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ot Bastsan
32-Trtle of respect
33-Symbol for
tantalum
34-Communion plate
36-Large cask
37 Number
313-Wife of Geratnt
39-Enemy
40-Final
41-Candle
43-Dance step
44-Deer's horn
46-Baby's plaything
49-Pedal digit
50-Contests
52-Lamprey
53-13. rrinte ken
54-Rain and hail
55-Obstruct
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I Knock
2-Mature
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS 3-Parent
4-Dock
5 Conunctoir
6 Pronoun
7.tnore recent
8.Tidy
9-Unit of currency
10-Total
11-Attirmat
16-Man's nickname
18-Ardent
20-Fall behind
21-Mini @navels:on
22 Heathen
23-Small rug
25.Locatsons
26-Sow
28 Storage place
29 Metal fastener
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32 Petition 43-Time gone by
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40 Unit of Latvian 48 Shade tree
currency 51 Pronoun
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It wag v s a privilege and a pleas-
ure for me to accept President
Nixon's invitation to the White
House Conference on Food, Nut-
rition and Health December 2.-4.
I am briefing myself in every
way possible — from those with-
in your Kentucky Department of
Agriculture in position to know
the facts and from all other
agencies of your Kea-
ts Government — on the
ys to end hunger and mal-
nutrition in our Commonwealth.
By so doing, I feel that this
composite of Kentucky facts,
blended with similar informa-
don from other states, will help
to ensure a continuing and con-
stant guard over the nutrition-
al health of all Americans.
The work of our White House
Conference on Food, Nutrition
and Health will be coordinated
wi the Cabinet-level Urban Al-
Ears Council which President
NI= established soon after his
inauguration. And just last mon-
th, the President started a new
Rural Affairs Council at the
Cabinet level — to which the
Task Force on Rural Develop-
ment will submit its report and
recommendations.
Underscoring the work of these
orgenientInns — and that of the
Rural Affairs Council in particu-
lar — is the fact that at least
one-third of the housing in rural
America now is sub-standard.
And more than 3 million rural
Americans have not completed
' five years of school. Add the
facts of (I) ono-third of rural
communities in the nation with
over 1,000 population having no
public sewage facilities and (2)
the expected 50 per cent incre-
ase in population in the next 30
years, and you grasp the impor-
tance of this Conference.
At this first White House Coo-
ference of the NLxon Adminis-
tration, invited participants will
include educators, scientists,
medical and health professio-
nals, representatives of agricul-
tar e and the food industry, and
Federal, State and local-govern-
meat officials. In addition, there
will be spokesmen for civic, bus.
mess, professional, women's,
student, religious and communi-
ty-action groups, including the
poor.
e. • Conference will be
S. 'ined for action — organ-
it a framework of about 20
working sessions meeting simul-
taneously. Each participant will
be assigned to one of more sess-
14n.s. Actually, the work of the
1:In1erence began in late sum m-
, when 26 advisory panels were
*anise& These panels drafted
sats of preliminary recommen-
dations on a wide range of food
attl nutrition problems. Eight
cOmmunity. - action task forces
• 411 review the panel reoommen.
(*bons and make observations
. 01 their own.
The full Ccaference Is to be-
gin with both the panel and added
task - force recommendations.
After careful review of these,
1140Posals will be made. When
/tile Conference ends, the advis-
ory panels will remain to edit
the form, but not the substance,
of the proposals. This final re-
port — recommendations for act-
ion by the President , by Core
gress, by agencies of governme-
nt, by the private sector of the
economy, and by the American
people — will be submitted to
the President before Christmas
and made available to the public
shortly afterward.
WHITE HOUSE TREE
KENT, Ohio (UPI) — The
White House Christmas tree
will be a 20-foot fir from
northeastern Ohio.
Roy Pierce, president of the
Ohio Christmas Tree Growers,
Inc., said Sunday he would
donate the 17-year-old tree to
President and Mrs. Nixon for
the holiday festivities. It will be
cut Dec. 8 and delivered to
Washington by truck.
Television
In Review
By RICK DU BROW
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Bob
Hope has signed a new long-
term contract with NBC. That
makes sense.
Bob Hope will embark soon
on his annual Christmas tour to
entertain American troops
abroad. That makes sense.
Bob Hope recently got
involved in a controversy. That
doesn't make sense.
I mean, when you think of
entertainers and hassles, you
think of the Smothers Brothers
and Mort Salt!, right? But Bob
Hope??
Televiewers, of course, are
aware of /lope's general social
and political outlook. The fact
that most of his specials finish
No. 1 in the ratings indicates
his popularity.
Openly Indicates Feelings
Aides of the canceled Smoth-
ers Brothers used to ask why
Hope could openly indicate his
feelings about Vietnam on
television while the brothers
had troubles when they tried to
speak out.
Sfmply put, the answer is
that Hope is an American
Institution. But in frank televi-
sion terms, the Smothers
Brothers probably could have
said almost anything if their
ratings were better.
Anyway, last week Hope got
Into a hassle. He had been
named honorary chairman of
National Unity Week. He said:
"With unity the Vietnam War
can be fought to an honorable
conclusion."
He held a news conference at
his home. And, during it,
matters related to politics
Inevitably came up. What also
came up was a criticism of his
own network's news depart-
ment.
_ _ _Unhappy With News --
He was not happy with a
certain news segment about
Vietnam. And NBC news was
equally unhappy with his
statement, replying that his
comments were wrong about
the report in question, and that
tie mistook the point.
That was the end of that. But
these being marvelous times,
NBC-TV soon will treat us to
genuine national unity. For on
Feb. 16, the network will offer
two back-to-back entertainment
specials: Bob Hope in the first
hour, followed by the Smothers
Brothers in the second.
Only in America.
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FIGHT ON HUNGER
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
Nixon administration is display-
ing a "greater sense of
urgency" about the problem of
hunger in America than Con-
gress is, according to Dr. Jean
Mayer, President Nixon's chief
adviser on hunger. Mayer,
appearing on a television show
Sunday, said it will take a
"massive outpouring" of public
sentiment to get the President's
hunger program moving. He
estimated it will require $3
billion per year, or more, to
eliminate hunger by 1976, the
bicentennial of the natiou's
founding.
More than 34)0,000persons
lied in the Oct. 11, 1737 earth-
'Linke ir Calcutta.
* * *
The word "papoose"- means
"Child— in the Algonquian In-
dian language.
ORLD WE
MT TAAL VOLCANO
SOUTH OF MANILA
ACTING UP AGAIN
• "
'
'OUTH VIII ViLLAGeltS TELL
OF MASSACRE OF HUNDREDS
51 US FORCE IN MARCH
tiNnsew/sv
SMALLPDX EPIDEMIC
JAKARTA (UPI) — Eighty-
four persons died of smallpox
in central Java during the first
10 months of the year, the
Central Java public health
director said Sunday.
EVISI5141 CHEDULE
%I A 1 11SIX TV
Channel I Channel S Channel I
TUESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
x-6 p.m. Ch. 4 COLOR 4 - THE news station in the mid.
South; Join JUD COLLINS, AL VOECKS, BOB OLSEN,
and PAUL EELLS at 6 o'clock. 
6 To ';',7,`...'",";,; =„ s"''' 77,7'447,";‘,.`0`;" 
x-7 p.m., Ch. 4 DEBBIE winds up with the wrong husband
on a television game show for married couples, but still
comes up the winner/
me 33 lib,. •vholtlis L once, The Mod Sound
I 13 Yu ,• The Rod Skelton  Shoo mrviri 
x-8 p.m., Ch. 4 ROSALIND RUSSELL stars as a madcap
millionaire widow, living it up, until her daughters decide
that she should be committed 
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JOSEPH P KENNEDY' BURIED
IN SROOKUNE—Tt4REE SONS
SENATORS, ONE A PRESIDENT
NIXON, JAPAN'S
'PREMIER TALK
OKINAWA FUTURE
IN WASHINGTON
'Murn's the word
WH E 1.1 NG , W. Va. (UPI)—
The splendor of chrysanthe'
mums will be in full bloom
here Nov. I-5 during the Annual
Chrysanthemum Show, with
7;000 plants and millions of
colorful blossoms.
U S -SOVIET STRATEGIC
ARMS LIMITATION TALKS
UNDERWAY IN HELSINKI
SOVIET MOON LANDING
POTENTIAL SET BACK
A YEA, SY ItIPORTID
'LAST IN - 111001.11- el"‘"
ROCKET IN CENTRAL
ASIA LAUNCH 101010%
 I CONGRESS PASSES
DRAFT LOTTERY j .o41 441 1
*
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I
ALL SO KILLED
AS NIGERIAN
JET CRASHES
NEAR LAGOS 
'Iii
EGYPT FROGMEN
BLAST ISRAELI
SHIPS IN RED
SEA GULF PORT
DESPITE U S WARNING
ISRAEL TO LET DENVER
FIRM SEEK OIL IN THE
SINAI--EGYPTIAN LAND
!CD
OPEN SUNDAY 1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
DESIDUJo.fl
EXTRA SAVINGS NOW ON el p 11 a z t e v
WIP 1.alteP181b.Capacity
AutOmatic WASHER
Reg. Price
209.95 ir
SAVE TIME AND DETERGENT! Big size lets
you run te,,er loads. 2 wash cyclei and
temperatur,s gives you perfect action for
cveryt wash. to. !fiC)
wit
w-----nona,tev181b.Capacity
Electric DRYER
Reg. Price
134.95
HAVE THE CONVENIENCE OF AUTOMATIC
DRYINGI Extra large capacity with two
cycles. Automatic safety shut-off 8/-167
SAVE 4590 WHEN YOU BUY BOTH
BUY THE WASHER Reg. Price '299\ AND THE DRYER 34490
bee! 741/4TERON COOKWARE SET
Oklahoma
:TIRE &SUPPLY
-- serenewiessemeseenaseeuronag WITH PURCHASE OF ANY RAMIE
36"GAS
RANGE
Sale Price
174"
* ELECTRIC TIME OF
DAY CLOCK
* 4-HOUR TIMER
* APPLIANCE OUTLET
* TOP FRONT CONTROLS
* LIFT-UP PORCELAIN TOP
* CHROME SPILL TRAYS
• RECESSED COOKING SURFACE
* LIFT-OFF OVEN DOOR
* OVEN LIGHT
* AUTOMATIC OVEN LIGHTING
• PORCELAIN BROILER
PAN AND GRID
* STORAGE COMPARTMENT
* LOW TEMP (140 ) OVEN
* LEO LEVELERS /I 154
USE YOUR CREDIT
FREE with
any Range
IDEAL FOR BRIDES AND HOMEMAKERS! New avocado
color with glassy smooth Teflon II interior. Includes: l-qt
saucepan with cover, 2-qt. saucepan with cover, 41/2-qt
Dutch oven and 10-in. frypan with cover. g7.2116
YOUR CHOICE OF
GAS OR ELECTRIC
filivster 30-GALLON
WATER HEATER
YOUR
CHOICE 59"
Corrosion-proof glass lining and fiber-
glaos insulation Magnesium anodt
rode, IOW: safetv shut-off, 17-371.31S
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
USE OUR EASr
CREDIT OR
Fi a NIP AME SIC AL,'
ive-woosseocosonaleakecaw
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APOLLO PICKUP SHIP—The aircraft carrier Hornet, shown
plowing the briny, is the pickup ship for return of the
Apollo 12 astronauts ---in the Pacific. The 894-foot carrier
is 15 stories high. This may be her last assignment.
hunerican Baptist
women contribute
VALLEY FORGE, Pa. (UPI)—
American Baptist Convention
women contributed more than
$I million in 1968, according
to evaluation of reports from
78 per cent of the American
Baptist Women's organizations
of the churches.
The contributions included
mcire than $676,000 to the Love
Gift, an over-and-abrive financial
gift to the ABC's Basic Mission
Program; $252,000 to the White
Cross program for cash quotas,
new material and shipping
$61,408 in scholarship aid and
$3,704 in a special family plan-
ning project.
Dutch treat
NEW YORK (UPI) -
"No adults admitted unless ac-
companied by a child," reads
a sign near the 17th Century
Dutch room at the Museum of
the City of New York. Children
are encouraged to touch and ex-
amine displays, practice writing
with a quill pen, pump a butter
churn and try out an old rock-
ing chair.
* *
The first person to lie in
state in the Capitol Rotunda in
Washington, D.C.. was President
Abraham Lincoln.
THIS WEEKS SPECIAL
WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY
SKIRT & 125
SWEATER
[COMBINATION)
Leave at 102 North 5th or at pickup sta-
tion 1415 Main
Jones Fashion Cleaners
102 North Fifth Phone 753-4542
Spot-heating
now popular
( IN( INN All (1 PI) Mu
dern central heating system* Wit
taking a cuc froth the method,
of the forefilker--
leasie0 mem ansl new toesed
Soefividual-roase hesinsig are
w ,,indiaig to a heating
appliance manufacturer
..qudies show that permanent-
ly insulted spot-heating facilities
are becoming popular nowadays
as supplemental to tlic holr-
hou sy ctrnis. not su twit tu no-
for them. Herbert Bladh.
vice president and getwral math&
ger of Seines Nul one divi-
sion.
Installations of auxiliary heat-
ers in homes are approaching
the million-unit mark for this
sear and the industry forrcasts
more than double that number
would be going annually In
1975. Bladh said the growth
is corning from both new hous-
ing and house-modernitatitin Sc-
tivit?
•'Ioday 's quick zone heating
auxiliaries are a far cry from the
individual-room expedients of
three and more gerwrations ago,
the cast-iron wood stove iii the
kitchen, fireplaces in each bed-
room, and Franklin stove in the
parlor,- he said. "They are
definitely supplemental. but
many, architects, builders and
homeowners art finding that
these units can give them quick
zone heating that the furnace
in the basement can't deliver
Veterans Questions
and Answers
HON FAST 15 TOO FAST?
(4,
YAM? SWAM OR Raw crwa7?'ti41
EPEN T WriD LIMIT AtAy BE UNCAFE
ZA:1 tra90 11149641ENTI
AMC, INY it.to ,r.4 INSTITUT!.
Bigger checks for approxima-
tely 168,000 widows are due in
January, Donald E. Johnson, Ad-
ministrator of Veterans Affairs,
announced today.
Signed by the President on
October 27, 1969, a new law
(PL 91-96) antibody" increas-
es for most widows of service-
men and veterans who are elig-
ible for dependency and indem-
nity compensation (DIC).
LAC payments, Johnson ex-
plained, are authorized for wid-
ows of servicemen and veterans
who died on or after January 1,
1957, of service-connected caus-
es.
The new legislation does not
affect payments to survivors ree
anteing compenatlCulmale Wes
that preceded ftie DIC program,
New DIC rates provides $167
monthly for the widow of the low-
est ranking enlisted man compar-
ed to a minimum of 5134 at pre-
sent. Similar increases are pro-
vided for eligible widows of oth-
er enlisted men and officers.
Effective December 1, the in-
crease will show up first in
checks received in January. This
Increase is automatk and on
application is needed.
Widovrs with minor children
will get an extra 520 per month
per child under the legislation.
With few exceptions, they get
nothing extra now. Forms for
making application for children's
allowances will be mailed to Ill
widows automatically, Johann
said.
Dic payments have been tied
to military pay through a com-
plex formula. In raising DIC
rates, Congress discarded the
complex formula and provided
a table of payments based on
pay grade.
DIC recipients wry.) are pat.-
lents in nursiii; homes, or whol
are helpless or blind to the point
that they need regular aid and
attendance of another person,
may receive an extra $50 per
month under the law.
Letter T ditor
Dear Editor:
Please let in-. i -e OM Inb
thod to mare i i Y 1111110.118-
tion eo the Reim Squid mid
neighbors who rest sooded so
promptly to m es when my
bens sus in cant r.
1 We lea all we Ind in oar
lame once by lire ed 1 am Id-
011.11. hp at he mime same
imi afraid V se An hopes 1
of the lime a'xi ' wl Plonked
In my mind whet! maid do if
the time aame.
I used all t ve , Wer avail-
able, even emosed be permawl
Near Then I r- n ft. VIW MEI!
hose; mnrieetee it r the-
suarl brought it ne( Al Dom
as I thought Y. .. safe to
leave, I called ti e re dee squad.
The fire WM tWIPt Mier 93°-
teal and no daesele is mestiee
resulted. The It It l! the a
1111, is pee. 'Ls I worked I
Iiraegke et DODO I.- Moody
don tee' bake rout as a ship
ha sue ea A Ilt 'Nye' -sked nes
le a Ewa awl pre Mr. Ito-
ear areiveolli 'j' work ok
Dm. obarilei it Ti' 'ender als
in and prey as thce. -. , de-
pended on God' M: crrit was
saved.
This experierde ugh,. me
the importance of planning.
Every home at iuld e equip-
ped with a Ii e e. ingiusher
and everyone cal eon eh to use
it be trained t It ,nould be
kept near the cook tove *
day and bed at nigh Minutes
count when yc . art fighting
fire.
Our county ra As g ild pleb
hews a marker jay" 'ike city
streets This we; Id rr ,,e direc-
tkess clearer ifter children
have learned t .4, ti identify
themselves ant! the;; parents,
they should b taugt- to give
this informatire on u phone
Doing able to ve ear 41
rectiotis to the tome of *
Moat importance Fan as sho-
uld have fire ,,7iIls it like
imbools do
liectrivity h. s m 'e our
bases more d^rigero thee
ever. It cannot be ( ..-iteoneg
with water.
1 think it wr . dd 1:-. helpful
if the Fire Mil wet ,I write
an article on "Vire Cr tier In
the paper Citi ma of the ar-
unty should nip .e iti the Is
partment more adsmis is
I realize this would immure
se already overt'sad 1 cheek
dednetion Mee now -eh ese
week mach no ta fo define.
toms before the begin a week
au talkedsome p iy.
County epee- -ids * t work
*die the et help 4sy be
city services
Isn't there se me wa- comity
ser•ice can be r ,vided?
Mrs Mastic %sure .) HA
()Ushuaia was part of the
I .ouisiaiiii Pun•hase.
* * *
Halley 's comet. last seen in
1910, is due to reappear in
1986.
* * *
The Chinese calendar runs on
60-year-cyck.
Near to where you are
no matter where you are
--- NOTICE
The Murray Calloway County Bar Association compos-
ed of the following attorneys:
Harold T. Hurt
George E. Overbey, Sr.
William Donald Overbey
Nat Ryan Hughes
James 0. Overby
Paul Shapiro
RobeVt Miller
Ronald Christopher
Edward Overbey
Wells Overbey
John A. Gregory, Jr.
Donald Jones
Announces the
CLOSING of
The law offices above named on
Saturday January 3, 1970 and on each
Saturday thereafter
On and after January 3, 1970 the following hours will be observ-
ed: Monday through Frillay from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. or by ap-
pointment.
• Nat Ryan Hughes. President
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FREE
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THERMOSTATS 13
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TUBELESS
BLACK WALLS
SAVE MORE
BUY 4
23.95 20ga 2.36
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16"
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TUBELESS
WHITEWALLS
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18-Month Guarantee*
Highway Tread
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30.1) is.1111 1100..4
YO0.11 S 13.i. 7 50.15
8 25.14
30.1.
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
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AP01.10 PICKUP SHIP-The aircraft carrier Hornet, shown
plowing the briny, is the pickup ship for return of the
Apollo 12 astronauts-in the Pacific. The 894-foot carrier
is 15 stories high. This may be her last assignment.
American Baptist
women contribute
VALLEY FORGE, Pa. (UP!)-
American Baptist Convention
women contributed more than
Si million in 1968, according
to evaluation of reports from
78 per cent of the American
Baptist Women's organizations
of the churches.
The contributions included
more than $676,000 to the Love
Gift, an over-and-abZwe financial
gift to the ABC's Basic Mission
Program; $252,000 to the White
Cross program for cash quotas,
new material and shipping
$61,408 in scholarship aid and
$3,704 in a special family plan-
ning project.
Dutch treat
NEW YORK (UPI) -
"No adults admitted unless ac-
companied by a child," reads
a sign near the 17th Century
Dutch room at the Museum of
the City of New York. Children
are encouraged to touch and ex-
amine displays, practice writing
with a quill pen, pump a butter
churn and try out an old rock-
ing chair.
*4*
The first person to lie in
state in the Capitol Rotunda in
Washington, D.C., was President
Abraham Lincoln.
THIS WEEKS SPECIAL
WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY
SKIRT & 25SWEATER
(COMBINATION)
Leave at 102 North 5th or at pickup sta-
tion. 1415 Main
Jones Fashion Cleaners
102 North Fifth Phone 753-4542
Spot-heating
now popular
CINCINNATI (UPI) Mo-
dern central heating systems arc
taking a cue from the methods,
of the Pilgrim forefathers by
leaning more and more toward
individual-room heating arrange-
ments, according to a heating
appliance manufacturer.
Studies show that permanent-
ly installed spot-heating facilities
are becoming popular nowadays
as supplemental to the whole-
house systems, not substitutes
for them, says Herbert Bladh,
vice president and general mana-
ger of Swvill's NuTone divi-
sion.
Installations of auxiliary heat-
ers in homes are approaching
the million-unit mark for this
year and the industry forecasts
more than double that number
would be going annually by
1975. B(adln said the growth
is coming from both new hous-
ing and house-modernization ac-
tivity.
"Today's quick zone heating
auxiliaries are a far cry from the
individual-room expedients of
three and more generations ago,
the cast-iron wood stove in the
kitchen, fireplaces in each bed-
room, and Franklin stove in the
parlor," he said. "They are
definitely supplemental, but
many architects, builders and
homeowners are finding that
these units can give them quick
zone heating that the furnace
in the basement can't deliver."
Veterans Questions
and Answers
MOW FAST 15 TOO FAST?
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INSURANCE INFORMATION INSTITUTE aro
Bigger checks for approxima-
tely 168,000 widows are due in
January, Donald E. Johnson, Ad-
ministrator of Veterans Affairs,
announced today.
Signed by the President on
October 2'1, 1969, a new law
(PL 91-96) authorizes increas-
es for most widows of service-
men and veterans who are elig-
ible for dependency and indem-
nity compensation (DIC).
J1C payments, Johnson ex-
plained, are authorized for wid-
ows of servicemen and veterans
who died on or after January 1,
195'7, of service-connected caus-
es.
The new legislation does not
affect payments to survivors re-
ceiving compensation under laws
that preceded the DIC program.
New DIC rates provides $16'7
monthly for the widow of the low-
est ranking enlisted man compar-
ed to a minimum of $134 at pre-
sent, Egnilar increases are pro-
vided for eligible widows of oth-
er enlisted men and °Lacers.
Effective December 1, the in-
crease will show up first in
checks received in January. This
increase is automatic and no
application is needed.
Widows with minor children
will get an extra $20 per month
per child under the legislation,
With few exceptions, they get
nothing extra now. Forms for
making application for children's
allowances will be mailed to all
widows automatically, Johnson
said.
Dic payments have been tied
to military pay through a com-
plex formula. In raising DIC
rates, Congress discarded the
complex formula and provided
a table of payments based on
pay grade.
DIC recipients wrio are pat-
ients in nursing homes, or whcr
are helpless or blind to the point
that they need regular aid and
attendance of another person,
may receive an extra $50 per
month under the law.
-a NOTICE -
The Murray Calloway County Bar Association compos-
ed of the following attorneys:
Harold T. Hurt
George E. Overbey, Sr.
William Donald Overbey
Nat Ryan Hughes
James 0. Overby
Paul Shapiro
Robert Miller
Ronald Christopher
Edward Overbey
Wells Overbey
John A. Gregory, Jr.
Donald Jones
Announces the
CLOSING of
The law offices above named on
Saturday January 3, 1970 and on each
Saturday thereafter
On and after January 3, 1970 the following hours will be observ-
ed: Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. or by ap-
pointment.
Nat Ryan Hughes, President
Letter To Editor
Dear Editor:
Pleekse let me use this me-
thod to express my apprecia-
tion to the Rescue Squad sad
neighbors who responded ID
Promptly to my call when MY
home was in danger.
We lost all we had in our
hr.MP once by are and I am al-
ways afraid it might happen
again. I'm at home alone some
of the time and had planned
in my mind what I could do if
the time came.
I used all the water avalk
able, even emptied the petal-
labor. Theo I ran for the water
hose, connected it at the pump
and brought it inside. As sot*
AS I thought it was safe to
leave, I called the rescue squad,
The fire was kept under coo-
trol and no damage to mertign
resulted. The mot in the chim-
ney is gone. As I worked 1
thought of Dwight L. Moody
when fire broke out on a ship
he was on. A fellow asked him
to go down and prey. Mr. Mo-
ody answered "Let's work as
though everything depended cm
us and pray as though all de-
pended on God". My home was
saved.
This experience taught me
e importance of planning.
Every home should be equip-
ped with a fire extinguisher
and everyone obi enough to use
it be trained to. It should be
kept near the cook stove by
day and bed at night. Minutes
count when you are fighting
fire.
Our county roads should each
have a marker just like city
streets. This would make direc-
tions clearer. After children
have learned how to identify
themselves and their parents,
they should be taught to give
this informatior on the phone
Being able to give clear di-
rections to the home is of ut
most importance. Families she.
uld have fire drills just like
schools do.
Electricity has made our
homes more dangerous than
ever. It cannot be oontroiled
with water.
I think it would be helpful
if the Fire Chief would write
an article on "Fire Control" in
the paper. Citizens of the co-
unty should make its Lire de-
partment more adequate.
I realize this would increase
an already overtaxed pay check
deduction. Many now work one
week each month for deduc-
tions before they begin to work
on take-home pay.
County residents who work
inside the city help pay for
city services.
Isn't there some way county
service can be provided!
Hrs. Starlde (Laurette) Hall
Oklahoma was part of the
Louisiana Purchase.
* 4*
Halley's comet, last seen in
1910, is due to reappear in
1986.
* * *
The Chinese calendar runs on
a 60-year-cycle.
Near to where you are
no matte/ where you arc
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Assemblies of to,d
Project for 1970
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (UPI)-
Using the theme, "IMPACT 70--
Go and Tell," members of the
Assemblies of God will cam out
concentrated gospel witnessing
efforts next year in seven metro-
politan areas in the linited States
and seven overseas.
"Impact" '70 areas in the
United States will be Albuquer-
que, N.M., Charlotte, N. C.;
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Mimi.; New
'fork City; Omaha, Neb.: San
Francisco,- and Seattle, it ash.
overseas areas chosen are Una
Blanca, Argentina. Djakarta,
Indonesia, Kinshasa, C.ingo;
Mexico City; Noumea, Nev.
Caledonia; Salisbury , Rhodesia.
and Teln•ran,
.or *
The Pentagon, the world lar-
gest office building, has a work.
population of 27,000 which
drinks 30,000 cups of coffee a
day.
OPEN SUNDAY 1 p.m.
-
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SAVE ",317:'
BRUNSWICK Super Quality
4-Ply NYLON CORD,
30-Month Guarantee!'
• New LOW PROFILE for greater steering stability & longer mileage.
New Dyno-Grip shoulders give better cornering, greater steering
control & safety. Improvedrhlorobutyl tubeless liner fights fiats due
to punctures & bruises
TUBELESS
BLACK WALLS
SAVE MORE
BUY 4
Pal 121:1L Pea man
5-90T7.00:13
6.70 '7.75r 15
7.50 7.75.14
11.00/5.25.14
7.104.2505
7.40,11.55•15
18.95
21.95
21.95
23.95
23.95
25.95
1 5" 
18" 
18"
20" 
20" 
22"
• plus F•d To• 8. old oc•
FREE
PERMA
ANTI-F
127
GAL.
ENT
EZE
/I 104 Install when you change
anti-freeze. 77.134/06-i
Compar, ith
the best'
PRESTONEF: ZTIE
NEW
ANTI-LEAK 0. Ch k
FORMULA! Osto
Price
FOR QUICK COLD WEATHER STARTS'
4110
TUNE-UP KITS
STARTING
CABLES
Attach to
another
car's batters
to start a
car
Sale Price
6 or 1 2-yolt.
It cable. 13-470-1
THERMOSTATS pi
%" HEATER HOSE 241 Check yours now. 6-ft. H.
lengths 22-Ito
RADIATOR HOSE 8914,
,,,•„pr,I1, 119
WINDSHIELD WASHER
Anti-Fretsse a Solvent
Keep windshield clear in
freezing weather. 11401 771,
Ileavy dots
points, rotor
ik iorirlrnsei
/37
F.,or most I fild
Mrts 11 at IS-
• ‘1 I II • •
for mime
11-cyl
JUNI, IR, I 1 47
For /**114 ou
Cars. • is
bfiglife SPARK
PLUGS
Sole37 p
Price
You can't bu.,
better plug at iii
price. Lris-
1111. 011
1 94
2.21
2.20
2.36
2.46
263
4
4
4
4
4
FOR 5952
FOP 71152
17"FOR
FOR 79"
FOR 79"
4 FOP 87"
16" 
16" 
16" 
16" 
16" 
16"
Similar Savings on Whitewalls
ROTATION
MOUNTING Wheel Balancing 
'1.25
T T •
TUBELESS
WHITEWALLS
RETREADS
18-Month Guarantee
Highway Tread
4 F°R 44I
plus 39c to 48c Fed. Tax
FITS FOLLOWING SIZES:
440.13 7.75:14 11.00.14 8.25.14
7.00.13 11.53.14 7.50.14 114004
MUD & SNOW
RETREADS '
TUBELESS
WHITEWALLS
12-Month Guarantee t
2 FOR $424;
plus 43c to 68c Fed To,
FITS FOLLOWING SIZES:
50.13 770.14 8 00.1 4 125.14
700.13 $55.14 7SO.t4 00104
OW EASY
loaF0*
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
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NOTICE NOTICE NOTICE
TIRES TIRES
GOOD PVEAR
TIRES
At Strictly WHOESALE Prices
TIRES FOR.
Automobiles -Tractors
Trucks & All Farm Equip
ALSO
MUD & SNOW RETREADS
AS LOW AS $13.95 INCLUDING ALL TAXES-
PLUS RECAPABLE TIRE. FOR 115x 14.
210
in St.
IT'S NOT WHAT THE TIRE SELLS
FOR, IT'S WHAT WE SELL IT FOR! 
OPEN Fridays
till 8:00 P.M.
GOOD);/VIEAR
BILBREY'S Phone
3;5617
WELDER, 300 AMP Hell Are,
complete with gauge and oxy-
gen tank. Phone 753-7295 after
5:00 p. m. N-26-C
UTILITY TRAILER, 5' a 10'
Isiodum wheel, 24" side, $195.00.
Phone 753-7295 after 5:00 p. tiL
N-36-C
A.KC REGISTERED toy Poo&
lea. Six weeks old. Phone 753-
6690 after 4:30 p. m. N-29-C
1968 SINGER Zig-Zag sewing
machine Fully guaranteed to
sew perfect. Balance, $55.01
Can be seen locally. Write Cr.
dit Manager, P. 0. Box 51, Paris,
Tenn. 58242. N-22-C
PORTABLE electric heater in
good condition. Phone 753-3987.
N-25-C
HILL CREST house trailer, ir
x 60', two bedrooms, all elec-
tric, less than one year old.
Phone 753-8234 or 753-4758 af-
ter five p. m. N-29-C
FROM wall-taws/1, no soil at
all, on carpets cleaned with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric sham-
pooer $1. Big K. N-29-C
200 BEAUTIFUL frames, with
5.1'3 day service, artistic work.
Also imported and hand-made
gifts. One room of 'mod' gifts
and posters. Give an unusual
gift from The Gallery in Mur-
ray. on Mayfield Road. Dec.4C
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS gift -
Murray Woman's Club cook-
books and Kentucky scenic
placemats. Call 436-2345 or 753-
4498 for information. Dec.-I8-C
GE AUTOMATIC washer, $55. 
Fullsize bed, mattress and
WAIL $25‘00. Call 753-7156
twoo p. m. N-28-C
NOTICE
ELECTROLLTX SALES & Set.-
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
Lynnville, Kentucky. Dec.-13-NC
A PRIZE a day for 30 days!
Convenient Food Mart, Chest-
nut Street, grand opening, No-
vember 19 to 26. N-26-C
BELTONE factory fresh hear-
ing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
TFC
RACHEL'S BEAUTY SHOP now
open, Tuesday through Satur-
day noon. For appointments call
753-5649. Rachel Hendon, own-
er and operator. !'J-29-C
IDEAL CHRLSTMAS Gifts! Four
female Rat Terrier-Toy Terrier
puppies. Phone 753-6505. N-28-C
1969 MODEL RCA color T. V.
Trtde-in, used one month. Will
give full warranty. T. V. Ser-
vice Center, 753-5865. H-1TC
ANTIQUE 1883 US Spring
field 45-70 rifle, $65-00. Old
oak clock, strikes hour and half
hour, $35.00. Phone 753-7683.
after 5:00 p. m. N-28-C
SET OF GOLF Clubs, practic_al-
ly new. Phone '753-1= after
6:00 p. m. . N-211C
04E FIVE-MONTH old Cliihua-
tusk puppy. Will sell reasonable.
Phone 733-4648 after 5:00 ft. tn.
N-28-C
GOOD COUNTRY
STYLE SAUSAGE
Made Fresh Daily
IN SACKS OR BULK
SHROAT'S
MEAT MARKET
109 North 5th
"SAVE WITH SAFETY" . . .
Uncle Jeff's Discount Pharm.
acy. Prove to yourself you can
save money on all Doctor's Pre
scriptions. We quote prices. No
obligations. II-N-25-C
TREE SURGEON. Evergreen,
trimmed or removed. Land
sc.aping Yard care. For these
services call Kelley's Termite
and Pest Colutol 753-3914, lo-
cated 100 South 13th Street.
H-N-26-C
WILL TRADE late model Mer
cury sedan with air for lot in
Murray or acreage on hard road
within 15 miles of Murray.
Phone 436-5587. D-2-.0
TEACHER AIDE vacanacy wIll
exist, December 5, 1965, in Mur-
ray Headstart program. Appli-
cation forms may be obtained
from the Murray Board of Edu-
cation building, Poplar at Nin-
th, or from Mrs. Clara Brom-
ley, 0E0 Community Develop-
er, located at Douglas Center.
Applications must be received
by Monday, December 1, four
p. m. This is an equal oppor-
tunity employer. 1TC
BUSINESS OPFORTUNITIall
Business Opportunity
Man or Woman
Reliable person from this area to
service and collect from autocratic
dispensers No experience needed .
We establish accotmts tor
Car. references and 5e15 to 51.715
cash capital ne cease? y, 4 to 12
hours weekly ads excellent monthly
Income Pull Um. more. For local
hiterview, writs. include teletiblin•
number to
saote INDUSTRIES. INC 4725
Excelsior Blvd., 81. Louis Park,
Minnesota 55416.
L
SERVICES OFFERED
PANELING SALE!!
PRE-FINISHED PANELING 4'af 
-Cal EARTH PECAN 
1/4" -Cal MOON PECAN 
WINCH VANITY (White)
DOOR KNOBS 
CUTTING BOARDS 
S2.99
$5.60
  $30."
only $2.00
Just $2.85
CARPET REDUCED FOR QUICK CLEARANCE
Winter time prices now in effect on all merchandise,
all kinds of plywood, pre-finished and unfinished.
"MURRAY'S PLYWOOD CENTER"
KEN-TEN BUILDING SUPPLIES
207 Maple Street Phone 753 6583
PROFESSIONAL resident-
lel painting. Brush, roll, spray.
References. Free estimates.
Phone 753-3486. D 31 C
FOR YOUR home remodelhIL
additions and repairs. Free esti-
mates. Call 753-6123. TFC
BLACK TOP PAVING
No Jobs to Small or Large
to be Appreciated
, Free Estimates
Contact:
A. L. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502
Between 5:00 a. m. and
500 ts. m.
WILL TAKE few selected horses
for training. Boarding facilities
and pasture. Blackwell Stables,
telephone 753-6977. Dec.-EC
MAN middle-aged, need-s work.
Experienced in several types
of work. Phone 435-4482.
N-25-NC
AUTOS FOR SALE
1968 CHEVROLET Impala cus-
tom. Power ;ticketing, disc brake:
and windows, Four season com-
fortron, radio, four speed trans-
mission, 396 engine, Corvette
wheels with new wide oval
tires. Phone 7534775 after 5:00
p.m. TFC
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
KING SIZE LOTS or acreage.
Level lots, some with frees.
Oaks Club Road. Country Club
Estates, telephone 753-419T1.
Dec.4-C
1963 FORD, four-door Galaxte
500. Extra clean. Call 436-2373.
N-25-C
1958 BUICK' Century, Runs
good. Harmony flat-top guitar,
jumbo size. Phone 753-8246.
N-25-NC
FIVE ROOMS five countries.
That's the way it is in this beau-
tiful two bedroom decorators
home. Complete in every detail.
Want a different look, see this
home today. Call 753-1474 or
753-4755 after 5:00 p. in.
N-38-NC
FIVE-ROOM HOUSE and lot in
Hazel. For sale by owner. If
Interested call 492-8347. D-2-C
AUCTION SALE
AUCTION, Saturday, Nov. 29th
at 1:00 p. m. In case of rain
sale will be held following Sat-
urday at same time. At A. B.
Cloys Farm, located 1% miles
west of Stella on Hwy. 121.
Items to be sold include: Liv•
hag room suite, tables, bedroom
suite, hospirtal bed, chest of
drawers and vanity, platform
rocker, breakfast room suite,
real nice refrigerator, electric
Tappan stove, cookware and
s, real good lawn mower,
.22 rifle, hand tools and other
Items to numerous to mention.
Wayne B. Wilson, auctioneer,
call 753-3263 or 753-5086 for
urther information. N-28-C
FOR SALE OR LEASE
NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION
TWO NEW DUPLEX APARTMENTS
• Transferable loans on each building.
• Two bedrooms, kitchen, living room, large bath with
washer and dryer connections in each apartment.
• Carpet throughout. • Central heat & air-conditioning.
• Built-in range. • Located on large lots near campus.
Call or See: Gene Steely, Building Contractor
Southside Shopping Center
Murray. Ky. Phone 753-7850 N-25-C
FOR RENT
TWO-BEDROOM trailer. See
Brandon Dill after 4:00 p. in.
at Murray Drive In Theatre en-
trance. TIT
TWO-BEDROOM trailer, see
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Court after 4 p. in. Located at
the entrance to Murray Drive
In Theatre. TEC
THREE- BEDROOM furnished
house in Panorama Shores. Call
753-2663 after 4 p. m. N-25-P
TWO-BEDROOM trailer, 12' x
50', nice. Mobile Home Village.
Phone 753-3895. N-25-C
HELP WANTED
CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
5:00 p. m. to 11 p. m., male or
female. Apply in person to Dart-
Castle, Chestnut Street.. No
phone calls please. TFC
SALESMAN WANTED for C &
Id Distributing Co. Contact Ron-
nie King at 7534444. N-25-C
WANTED: Woman to live in
for three weeks to care for in-
valid. Phone 489-2925. N-25-C
TWO-BEDROOM furnished a-
partment. Zimmerman Apart-
ments, South Sixteenth Street.
Telephone 753-8809. N-25-C
NEW two-bedroom furnished
house. Lakeway Shores, on the
Mimosa Circle. Can be seen No-
vember 27, 28 and 29. Phone
436-2195 after November 26.
N-28-C
SMALL FURNISHED apartment
for working masa or woman.
Available December 1. Phone
753-7506. N-28-C
ROUSE AT 202 South 12th St.
Phone 753-3864 and after 5:00
13. m. call 753-8944. D-2-NC
WANTED TO BUY
WILL BUY healthy AKC pup
litters; also Siamese and
sian kittens. Year round me
et. Cali 753-7664.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our
thanks and appreciation to our
relatives, friends and neighbors
for their kindness and comfort-
ing words during the illness
and death of our dear husband
and father, Prentice Parker. A
special thanks goes to the nur-
ses at the Westview Nursing
Home; also Elder Paul Poyner
and Rev. Roy Gibson for their
kind words and Blalock-Cole-
man Funeral Chapel for their
services. To each one who sent
food, flowers and cards, we
thank everyone.
The Family
ITC
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend our sin-
cere thanks to all the friends
and neighbors for their kind-
ness shown to us during the be-
reavement of the passing of
our mother, Mrs. Lola Lamp-
kins.
The Family
1TP
SOUTH
SOC TRANG VIETNAM
OUANG NGAI Province
(lined) of South Vietnam is
location of the village of
Troung An, where it is al-
leged that a U.S. force mas-
sacred hundreds of civilians
men, women and children
--in March 1968.
Mysterious East
TOKYO (UPI) - The Orient
remains inscrutable at times, as
in this sign posted in a Japanese
hotel: "Is forbidden to steal
towels, pease. If you are not
person to do such, please not
to read notice."
GET
ATTENTION
Peanuts®
PEANUTS
I RAVE TO
WRITE A REPORT
ON GEORGE
li1451-IINGTON
et.tit
DON'T KNOW
A THING ABOUT
GEORGE WASHINGTON!
I HATE WRITING
REPORTS!
t
rize.a,
0'
YOU CAN DON'T Of RIPICOLOU5! I HATE
LOOK HIM f- DOING THINGS LIKE THAT..
UP IN THE
ENCYCLOPEDIA..
H
be,
1011LA.
,
9
• or,
.4)
by Charles M. Schulz
MAYBE I'LL BE LUCKY, AND
THERE'LL BE SOMETHING
ABOUT HIM ON TV TONIGHT
-
Nancy
I THINK I'LL
GET MY  
FORTUNE
MOO
WEIGHT
AND
FORTUNE
CED
1.
YOU ARE VERY
GENEROUS--
YOU WOULD
GIVE THE
SHIRT OFF
YOUR BACK
T. I, V S Coe 00 --CI! right. •••••••,••••1
C ,04.s,U••••••41 Ive.••• Swoditca. Ift
by Ernie Bushrniller
-
Er 4-, 4_ LE,02....
Abbie 'N Slats
WHEN I CALLE) YER A EI.LARSTED
YELLER BELLY, I WAS OIN'
YELLER BELLIES AN
/N.TUST/CE,
HAGS-TONE '
by R. Van Buren
..••••••
YOU THINK /M FRIGHTENED BECAUSE
YOU'VE Gar NOTHING TO LOSE
EXCEPT THAT RATNOLE
)0IJ CALL A HOL/5E
((.it.,
NOW WE KNOW How
)V GENTS VOTE-- BOT
HOW ABOUT THE OMER
FOLKS 1N TOWN ??
Lail' Abner
TH' COMMITTEE
TO INF-LICK
UNMENSHUNADLE
HOOMIL-EE-AY-SNUNS---
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Collective Farm 1s1! Is Way Of Life la Tashkeat, USSR, as Described by Writer
By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
TASHKENT, U.S.S.R. (UPI)
— Bow you going to keep 'em
down on the farm?
It's easy on a collective
apparently— if you offer such
inducements as a guaranteed
annual income, four mouths
vacation each year, your own
house and garden plot, and a
movie every day during the
winter farming lull.
A visit to a huge collective
about an hour's drive from the
capital of the Uzbek Republic
offers a detailed view of how a
state-owned farm operates.
Our group spent the good
part of one day watching
cultivation and harvesting on
what must be a showcase for
the Soviets— a 34,580 acre
agricultural complex involving
1,600 families.
Gets Grand Tour
The manager of "Kizie
UzbekLstan" farm is Anvaro-
gamna Zarov, a genial man
with sun-weathered face who
gave us a grand tour from the
cotton fields to the cattle barns.
The farm, actually a self-
contained community, is locat-
ed in the rich foothills of the
STEREO TAPE CADDY
RUBBERMAID
Upper ASIR mountain mass and
Its major crop is cotton. The
whole of this oasis is known for
its prize cotton, picked by hand
on this particular farm because
of its quality.
The state buys all the cotton
and in turn furnishes all the
seeds, the manager told us.
Some acreage also is devoted to
other production— 2,000 acres of
orchard and vineyard, another
1,037 acres in hay and other
crops for feeding the cattle,
still other acreage in mulberry
groves for the farm also
produces silk.
Zarov proved great on
statistics. The farm has 2,000
cattle, including 620 milk
cows. It produces 29,000 tons of
products in an average year,
4,500 tons of it cotton, 2,600 tons
of vegetables.
Annual Income
Its average annual income is
4,550,000 rubles ($5,050,000) and
the average monthly income of
its workers is a guaranteed 105
to 110 rubles ($116.55 to
$122.10). Sixty-five per cent of
income goes to the farmers and
other workers that actually add
up to 10,000 people, 18 per cent
goes to the capital needed for
running the farm, the state gets
the rest.
Education is provided through
eight schools, five of them
offering a full eight years,
comparable to a U.S. high
school. Some 620 children are in
four nursery and kindergartens
on the farm.
Government of the farm is by
12 men elected to two-year
terms by the workers. It is this
dozen which decides how much
and what to grow.
1 hr dried meat of the co-
efinut becomes copra, a source
of ( ooking oil, margarine and
Hospital Report
ADULTS 98
NURSERY U
NOVEMBER 21, 1969
ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Anna Owen, Star Route,
Mayfield; Mrs. Nancy Davis,
1201 Poplar, Murray; Master
Anthony Powell, Rte. 1, Dexter;
Mrs. Pamela Paschall, Rte. 1,
Murray; George Edward, 1111
Main St., Murray; Joseph West,
Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs. Linda Hunt
and Baby Boy, Box 1736, Hart
Hall, isiSU, Murray; Mrs. Lagoa
la Miller, Rte. 1, Farmington;
THIIIIKSGIIIInG,
PANTY
HOSE
One Size.
Enkasheer stretch
nylon. Opaque Panty.
Colors: Cinnamon,
Hawaii, Coffee and
Navy.
Nude heel, run-stop, tailored
to*, 50 Denier Panty, 20 De-
nier Mesh L.L Full Mutt panel
for superior fit Colors Rhasp-
ody, Cinnamon, Sunspace, Jet
Slack, Pacific Blue, Coffee
BOOT and Grey Mist. Sixes
Small, Medium Long, Ex. long.
LADIES'
ALL WEATHER COATS
13UThe all season all weathercoat feature,: 55% Parini,45% Cotton, PerrnonoritPress, Scotch-gardZip-Out Pile Liner. Solid
Colors. Sizes: Petite 5 to
13, Averege II to 1$.
AH-000-GAH HORN
This is the Original All-
000-'GAH Korn. It hot the
Sounds of thit Roaring 20's
and Is the most popular
Novelty Horn on the market
Wrinkle Point Finish
with Chrome Megaphone.
Mini Length. Nylon hi.
cat pa/roster fiber fitted
bra of all-over light
weight larnineted lace
Wide Imo spandex in-
sort sides and back for
mug fit. Sixes 32-36
( A Cep), 32-35 Cult),
Whits.
REMINGTON 333
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER
Has many quality features usually
found only on higih priced machines.
full-size 311.-chorotter keyboard, two-
color ribbon, complete with tabulator.
To settle an election diW
Governor Nunn appointed
Richard H. Waite, R. B.
and Joe Myatt as member
the Hickman City Comm
to take office in January. The
election of a fourth commission-
er, Brodie Creed, was not die-
puted.
Kathy Wrye and Baby Girl, Box
23, Hazel; Mrs. Gwendolyn Know
ff, ZOO South 12th, Murray; Mrs.
Deanna Wolf and Baby Girl, 107
South 15th, Murray; Mrs. Glenn
Remfelt, 210 South 15th, Murray;
L. R. Putman (expired), 1508
Chestnut, Murray.
3-speed *elector switch
hand use.
beaters easy to release
(Oct easily at flick of a
Weighs only 3 lbs.—but
well as lightest of sauces.
ACRES
OF
FREE
PARKINo'
PORTABLE
MIXER
on handle, permits easy One
and clean—haw* no oentershaft.
lever
mixes heaviest of boners,
ICE CRUSHER
StoinSiess steel cutters . sturdy, enduring
sional results Sparkling crushed ice . the gourmet's delight,
Whether the occasion calls for appetizers, fruit cup, shrimp
bose, etc . frosty ice chips ore ready in seconds
ELECTRIC FIREPLACE
$222
In heavy fiberboard
and bulb
Complete with cord
LAY-A
WAY
NOW FOR
CHRISTMAS
COLORMODE ALUMINUM
Fred Lee, Rte 4, Murray; Mrs.
Lovie Pritchett, Dexter; Mrs.
Beatrice Lassiter, Rte. 4, Mur-
ray; Mrs. Gladys Crowley, Rte.
5, Murray; Calvin Outland, Rte.
6, Murray; Mrs. Elsie Lovett,
408 North 5th, Murray; Mrs.
Vera Outland, Rte. 6, Murray;
Mrs. Lucy Herron, Box 124,
Hazel; Baby Girl Steib/ing, 306
North 6th, Murray; Baby Boy
Morgan, 405 South 21st, Murray.
Thomas Nance, Rte. 3, Mur-
ray; Mrs. Frankie Moore, 1708
Keenland, Murray; Mrs. Lagenia
Mille:. Rte. 1, Farmington; Mrs.
COOKWARE SET
Hard-bond, super -tough Teflon interiors permit use of
metal kitchen tools without spoiling the no-stick, no-scour
finish Sot includes: 1 quart saucepan with cower, en
quart Dutch oven and 10- fry pan (cower fits both). Avo-
wed° or poppy colors.
VENETIAN GLASS
tiondacrfted in Italy. Selec-
tion includes Red Ash Troy,
Red Compote and Red Yes&
Compare at 5500 each
LERNFR'S JUMBO
SEWING CHEST
8-LIGHT
CANDOLIER
Sofe electric condoner. Perfect for
mantis, or window.
The Prima
Source of N
In Murray
Calloway Co
United Press In
CM
Seen&He
Around
Murray
Follow says that man
only animal that can
ned more than once.
Here's a brain twiste
watch is ten minutes
I think it is five 'Mau
Your watch is five
fast, but you think II
minutes slaw. We both
catch a train that le
4:00 o'clock. Who ge
first,"
A pound of featherk is
than a pound of gold.
are weighed by the avc
system in which a poun
7000 grains, whereas
weighed by the troy r,
which a pound equiv.
grains.
We must admit that
more apt to have a p
feathe.ns than a pound
-,this well be no gr
•
Another unsigned lett
time from a "Beetle Far
jag an apology. The le
tots the virtues of the
veyors of acid rock, s
smoke weed by and ti
unsavory things of life.
can say to this Beiatie
asks for an apology f
is that if you have co:
about the Beatles, si
name. Sorry, no apolol
More young people cos
needing pant time job:
they go to school. Murri
airily needs some kind
dustry or business whic
offer such jobs to the
Any young man or war
is willing to work whil
to school deserves a lot
dit and we just wish th
were open.
We are glad to see a
coming up. We can use
Sorry to see two young
(Continued on Paps T
Bill Peak
Visits Lion
On Tuesda]
Distriot Governor Bil
ti Mayfield made his
visit to the Murray Li01
Tuesday night. Peak is
nor of Lions Intern.aticu
trict 43-K, of which ML
one of the member clu
Gov. Peak congratulatt
ray on being the large
in District 43-K with oe
hundred members. He
garded Murray as a IT1(k
o . ,;ganizat He concluded hision and sen
by challenging the loca
to continue to seek new
tunities of service withi
community.
The Murray Lions rec
two members who had
as District Governors, Li
Pat James and George H
Past Gov. James recall
history of the Murray
Club which was chante
November 14, 1939 at
High School He asked t
to give special recogni
charter members Bryan
and Dewey Ragsdale w
still active members
-club, • •••_.,-•-•-
Immediate past Gov. Li
(Continued on Pogo 1
